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• MoFo Partner West Joins Board
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• Japanese Explore US. Legal Education
Models

• A Busy Conference Calendar
• ADR Course Offerings Expand
• Competition Teams ' Most Successful Season
• Gender and Refugee Studies
• Women's Rights in Asia
• State and Local Government Law
• Legislati.on Clinic Completes First Semester
• Praise for 50-State Environmental Justice
Study

• Fighting Terror in the Federal Courts

• Testamentary Charitable Transfers of
Retirement Plan Assets
• The Miller Professorship

• Hastings Women's Law Journal Marks
15th Year
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• Meetings, Conferences, and Symposia
• The Future of Force: Waging War in the
21 st Century
• Well-Founded Fears: Gender Asylum
and the Law
• Music Law Meets the Digital Age
• McAllister Tower Renovation Progresses
• Hastings Graduates Win Judicial Clerkships
• Business Journal in Planning

• Hawaii Chapter
• Los Angeles Chapter, Century City
• Los Angeles Chapter, Downtown
• Alumnus-of-the-Year Celebrations
• San Diego Chapter Dinner
• Alumni Events
• Fresno Reception

• San Diego Reception
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE
COLLEGE

• Ten Lucky Numbers: The Alumni Legacy
Dinner

• AtAALS

• San Francisco Chapter Holiday Party

• Los Angeles Judges' Reception

• Speakers

• Constitution-Making Processes

• New Bar Admittees Receptions

• Colorado Chancellor's Reception

• Chinese Focus on Judicial Appointment
Procedures

• Federalist Society H osts Libertarian

ALUMNI/STUDENT PICTURE
GALLERY

m
FACULTY NOTES

• Professor Mattei Receives Tartufari Award

FOUNDER'S DAY 2004

• Professor Rappaport Granted Tenure
• Faculty in the News
• US. District Court Honors Chancellor Kane

• Alumnus of the Year: Deborah Ballati ('75)
• Hastings Medal of Achievement: Hon. Willie
L. Brown, Jr. ('58)

m
THE ANDERSON LECTURE

• Author and Syndicated Columnist Richard
Reeves
• "Modern Presidential Leadership From
Kennedy to the Bushes"

1066 FOUNDATION ' S
FOUNDER ' S DAY
CELEBRATION

CLASS NOTES

ON

THE

COVER :

Standing, Anderson Lecturer Richard Reeves and
2002-03 Alumni Association President Fred
Butler ('86). Seated, 2004 Alumnus of the Year
Deborah Ballati ('75) and 2004-05 Alumni
Association President Hon. Brad Hill ('83).
(Photo: Bruce Cook)
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LETTE R TO ALUMN I
SUMMER
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H

astings instituted a new alumnistudent program this sprin g
called "Legacy Dinners." The idea
came from our current student body
President, Steven N go ('04) , w ho noted
how impressed he was with the
accomplishments of our alumni when he
read about them in our alumni
publications and in our special 125th
Anniversary newsm agazine article. Steve,
who as President sits on th e Alumni Board
of Governors to provide them with
insights into student life and issues, thus
proposed to the Alumni Board that it fund
a new series on campus-Legacy Dinners
-and the Board endorsed the idea
enthusiastically. There will be about two
dinners each sem ester. At each, two to
three prominent alumni will be invited to
have cocktails and dinner with 10 students
in our Skyroom on the 24th floor of
McAllister Tower. Interested students enter
a lottery to get one of the 10 seats.
Judge Brad Hill ('83) , the Board's
President, then embarked on setting up the
first dinner, which took pl ace on February
2, 2004 . At that dinner, Judge Hill, Steve
Ngo, and 10 excited students spent the
evening with Justice Marvin Baxter ('66)
of the California Suprem e Court, Justice
Carol Corrigan ('75) of the California
Court of Appeal, 1st Appellate District,
and Kevin Shelley (' 83), the California
Secretary of State. Great fun was had by
all, and now other students wait with
anticipation for the next Legacy Dinner
later this year.
I joined the group for cocktails before
dinner and witnessed the enthusiasm of
our students for this opportunity to meet
and relax with our alumni, whom they
regard as outstanding role models. And
th at evening started me reflecting on all
the many ways in which alumni h ave
reached out and helped our students. It is a
remarkable story and one th at I thought I
would share with you .

Student mentoring begins early and at
the local chapter level in m any cities. In
the spring and summer before a new class
enrolls, several chapters (Los Angeles,
Orange County, San Diego, Seattle, N ew
York City, Washington, D.C., Latino, and
BALSA) sponsor regular "new admittees"
receptions to welcome and encourage the
students who will be starting at Hastings in
the upcomin g term . For m any students,
this m ay provide their first opportunity to
mingle with lawyers and ask questions
about the profession and about law school.
Since 1996, a more formal alumni
mentoring program has existed for the
students while they are in school. Run
through the C areer Services O ffice and
with a full-tim e alumni-mentor director,
Phil Marshall (, 92), the program now has
575 alumni around the world who have
signed up to be mentors. Students are able
to match interests in areas such as career
paths, geography, or fa mily and find one
(or in some instances more than one)
mentor to answer their questions, give
advice, and become friends with while
they are in law school.
Volunteer alumni also serve as practice

judges and coaches for our in creasingly
successful Moot Court teams, offering their
skills and advice in many late night and
weekend sessions. And others volunteer to
do "m ock interviews" for upper class
students so that they can practice their
m arketing skills before actu ally haVing a
formal job interview. This kind of t raining
cannot be duplicated and is an invaluable
resource fo r our students.
And after graduation, it is alumni,
again, who gather in special chapter events
to welcome the new bar admittees into
their fo ld and to celebrate with them the
excitem ent of finally becoming licensed
attorneys.
These brief sketches mention m erely
some of the more visible and formal
programs that exist in w hich students and
alumni com e together. Countless less
visible, but extrem ely important, informal
exch anges also t ake place. Thus, I think
that it is very appropriate that we
celebrate the efforts of the m any alumni
who, over the years, have been actively
engaged in helping the College m entor and
ease our graduates into the legal
profession . They really have m ade a
difference to generations of students. And I
hope that some reading this column, who
may not have known of these activities,
will be inspired to find out m ore and join
in the effort. As I have often said, it is the
Hastings people w ho m ake H astings great,
and by drawing together and helping each
other we form an invincible force 1

Mary Kay Kane
Chancellor and Dean

HASTINGS ,

CAMPUS NOTES
MoFo PARTNER TONY WEST
IS HAST I NGS' NEWEST
BOARD OF D I RECTORS
MEMBER

1994, West returned to California to accept an appointment as an
Assistant US. Attorney for th e Northern District of California,
where h e prosecuted high-tech crime, child pornography,
economic espionage, financial fraud, firearms violations, tax
offenses, drug crimes, and government fraud. In 1999, West was
appointed Special Assistant Attorney General for California by
Attorney General Bill Lockyer. In that capacity, he advised the
Attorney General on high-tech crime, civil rights, and Internet
privacy and was part of the state's legal team responsible for
conducting California's Microsoft antitrust litigation .
West is a member of the Earl Warren Inn of Court and the
Bar Association of San Francisco, where he serves on the
Executive Committee of th e Litigation Section . A frequent public
speaker, he is also a legal analyst for ESPNews and has been a
featured legal commentator on various media networks, including
MSNBC, BBC, NPR, the Washington Post Online, and the San Jose
Mercury News.
Hastings Board members are appointed by the Governor,
confirmed by the State Senate, elected by the Board, and serve
for 12 years. West's appointment brings Board membership to 10,
with one vacancy remaining on the II-member board.

In one of the last series of appointments
made by Governor Gray Davis before he
left office at the end of the year,
Morrison & Foerster partner Tony West
was appointed to H astings' Board of
Directors, the College's governing body.
A former federal prosecutor, he served as
California Special Assistant Attorney General, an Assistant US.
Attorney, and a senior US. D epartment of Justice aide prior to
joining Morrison & Foerster in 2001 .
A 1987 honors graduate of Harvard, he graduated from
Stanford Law School in 199 2. At Stanford, he was elected
President of the Stanford Law Review. After a year of private
practice, he joined the Clinton Administration and, as Special
Assistant to the D eputy Attorney General, participated in the
development of national law enforcement policy, including the
successful effort to pass the landmark 1994 Crime Bill. In late

Campus Visitors

T H E HAST IN GS MODEL

JUDICIAL ApPOINTMENT PROCESSES

A group of business executives from Iizuka, Japan, were guests of
Academic Dean Leo Martinez ('78) in November. Japanese legal
education is undergoing a transformation to align it with the
American system, to provide for a graduate law degree. In
preparation, many are familiarizing themselves with US. law
schools. The Iizuka delegation's visit was coordinated by Hastings
alumna Seina Takamatsu of the Class of 2003 .

In December, Hastings Academic Dean Leo Martinez ('78),
seated center, hosted a delegation from the Ministry of the
People's Rep ublic of China focusing on procedures for judicial
appointments and licensing in the United States. China 's National
Judicial Examination was first administered in 2002, with some
24,000 examinees qualifying.
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Campus Speakers
You CAN'T
SAY THAT!
George Mason Law
Professor David
Bernstein, right, a
noted libertarian, is
pictured with Peter
Larsen ('04) of the
Federalist Society in
November. Professor
Bernstein spoke on
his book, You Can 't Say That! The Growing Threat to Civil
Liberties From Anti-Discrimination Laws, which criticizes efforts
by conservatives and liberals alike to restrict freedom of
expression under the guise of eliminating discrimination or
promoting religious freedom.
MAKING
A CONSTITUTION

TEN LUCKY NUMBERS

Ten students were selected in a drawing to attend the Alumni
Association 's fi rst Alumni Legacy Dinner on February 2 in the
Hervey Skyroom. The evening allows students interaction with
prominent Hastings graduates.
Above, students and guests are seated before dinner. Below
are Legacy Dinn er guest California Supreme Court Justice
Marvin Baxter ('66) , Chancellor Kane, and Legacy Dinner guests
California Secretary of State Kevin Shelley (,83) and Carol
Corrigan ('75), Associate Justice of the California Court of
Appeal, First Appellate District, with H astings Alumni
Association President Hon. Brad Hill ('83) , who initiated the
event.

"Constitution-Making Processes
and Constitutionalism: A
Comparative Look at Israel and
the United States" was the title
of a talk by Ruth Gavison, a law
professor at Hebrew University
in Jerusalem. She is the founder
and first chair of the Association
for Civil Rights in Israel, a
member of the International
Commission of Jurists, and a
Senior Fellow at the Israel D emocracy Institute. Hastings
Jewish Law Students Association sponsored her February
2004 talk.

9/11 FAMILIES
In February 2004, Allan Gerson,
co-lead plaintiffs' attorney in the
9111 families ' suit against Saudi
Arabia representing more than
4,000 individuals and seeking
$1 trillion in damages, gave a
speech entitled "Fighting Terror
in the Federal Courts." Gerson,
Honors Professor of International
Relations at George Washington
University in Washington, D.C.,
testified recently before the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations on benefits for U.S. victims of international
terrorism. His talk was sponsored by the Hastings Jewish Law
Students Association.

. 3·
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MEETI NGS, CO N FE RENCES

THE FUTURE OF FORCE:
WAGING WAR IN THE 21 ST CENTURY

HAPPY 15TH , WOMEN 'S LAW JOURNAL!

Hastings Women 's Law Journal celebrated its 15
anniversary in March. Founded in 1989, WLJ was the fifth
of Hastings ' student-edited scholarly publications and grew
from the desire to add a feminist perspective to legal
discourse both on campus and in the community at large.
Above are Co-Editors Sarah Daniel ('04) and Erica Graber
('04) with new journal members Mariam Sattar ('05) and
Carrey Wong ('05) .
th

O

n February, Hastings International and Comparative Law
Review hosted two events. The first, a scholars' forum,
was entitled "Preemption, Prevention, and Anticipatory
Self-Defense: The New Law Regarding Recourse to Force." Left to
right, standing, are Co-Editors in Chief Matthew Richards ('04)
and Claire Hervey ('04), Hastings Professors Joel Paul and Naomi
Roht-Arriaza, Judge Abraham Sofaer of Stanford's Hoover
Institution, and Cosmos Eubany ('04) and Lana Kreidie ('04),
Scholarly Programs Co-Editors. Left to right, seated, are law
Professors David Caron of Boalt Hall, Thomas Franck of New
York University, and Diane Amann of UC Davis.
Also in February, Professor Michael Glennon of the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University delivered the
Rudolph B. Schlesinger Lecture on International and Comparative
Law. His speech was entitled "The Rise and Fall of the UN
Charter's Use of Force Rules."

AT AALS
During the 2004 meeting of the Association of American
Law Schools in Atlanta in January, Chancellor Kane met
with Krystian Complak, Professor of Constitutional Law
at Wroclaw University in Wroclaw, the capital of Lower
Silesia, in Poland. Professor Complak is a Board member
of the European Law Faculties Association .
Professor Michael Glennon
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AND SYMPOSIA

GENDER ASYLUM AND THE LAW

AT THE MUSIC LAW SUMMIT

B

I

n M arch, Hastings Women's Law Journal presented a
symposium entitled "Well-Founded Fears: Gender
Asylum and the Law." The symposium examined legal
and political fields th at address the needs of refu gee women and
children who are the victims of violent crime and abuse and who
seek safe h aven . Keynoter was Molly G room, Chief of the
Refugee and Asylum Law Division of the Bureau of C itizenship
and Immigration Services, a unit of the Dep artment of H omeland
Security. Above are panelists Kathleen Kim of the Lawyers
Committee for Civil Rights; Uwe Jacobs, MD., Clinical Director
of the H om eless Assessm ent Project of Survivors International;
Janice Strong of W ilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati; and Sister
Maureen Duignan of the East Bay Sanctu ary Covenant.

n February, the Hastings Associati on of Communications,
Sports, and Entertainment Law, Hastings
Communications and Entertainment Law Journal,
H astings Intellectual Property Organi zation, and other musicoriented groups sponsored "Music Law Summit West ." The
confe rence dealt with file sharing, digital downloa d st ores, and the
impact on m ajor label contracts as music goes digital, and it
bro ught together attorneys, tech journalists, band m anagers,
producers, law professors, and cyberspace visionaries. Above,
D avid Sutphen, Vice President for Government Relations of th e
Recording Industry Association of America, speaks with Tech TV
following a panel on peer-to-peer file sharing.

MCALLISTER TOWER RENOVATION
PROGRESSES

II

ork continues at the College's faCility at 100 McAllister
Street. The proj ect involves a series of improvements
including a building-wide firellife-safety and ADA
upgrade, some seismic reinforcem ent, and common area
enhancements such as the Clara S. Foltz Student Lounge, hallway
carpeting, and renovated laundry and locker rooms.
H ere, resting on a truck bed, are sections of new fire stairs
ready to be hoisted into the building's interior. The new interior
stairwell, which will be pressurized to create a smoke-proof exit
way, replaces an exterior fire ladder dating back to the 1930s. The
$7 million proj ect is funded by tax-exempt bonds issued by
Hastings.
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Hastings Graduates Win Judicial Clerkships
The following members of the Class of 2003 are
serving clerkships.

John E. Bauman
Office of the Administrative Law Judge
u.s. Department of Labor
San Francisco

Rachel Ragni
Judge Michael S. McManus
U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Eastern District of California
Sacramento
Kathleen G. Sample
San Francisco Superior Court

Brigid S. Biermann
Magistrate Judge Tu M. Pham
U.S. District Court, Western District of Tennessee
Memphis

Lucia Sciaraffa
Magistrate Judge Howard R. Lloyd
U.S. District Court, Northern District of California
San Jose

Ellen A. Fred
Senior Circuit Judge Melvin Brunetti
U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit
Reno

Louis G. Smith
Judge John Garrett Penn
U.S. District Court, District of Columbia
Washington, D.C.

Wadih Nabil Helou
Senior District Judge Thomas Wiseman, Jr.
U.S. District Court, Middle District of Tennessee
Nashville

Nicholas Wellington
Office of the Administrative Law Judge
U.S. D epartment of Labor
San Francisco

Amanda L. Hernandez
Judge George M. Masuoka
Circuit Court of H awaii, Fifth Judicial Circuit
Kaua 'i

Eric Wersching
Senior Circuit Judge Melvin Brunetti
U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit
Reno

Claire Kennedy-Wilkins
Judge Irma Gonzalez
U.S. District Co urt, Southern District of California
San Diego

Business Journal
In Planning

Carolyn A. Leary
Office of the Administrative Law Judge
U.S. Department of Labor
San Francisco

A group of entrepreneurial and business-oriented

Gregory Martin
Judge Don Papez; Judge Steve Dobrescu
evada District Court, Seventh Judicial District
Ely

Hastings 2Ls are in the process of developing a
journal devoted to analyzing and discussing legal
issues in business. The Hastings Business Law
laurnal, which will focus exclusively on business

Jonas Micah Nahoum
Senior Judge D. Lowell Jensen
U.S. District Court, Northern District of California
Oakland

law issues in the United States and abroad, will
cover a range of topics, including corporations,
real estate, employment, contracts, tax, and
governmental regulation. HBLl plans to publish

Sangeetha M. Raghunathan
Magistrate Judge Valerie P. Cooke
U.S. District Court, District of Nevada
Reno

its inaugural issue in spring 2005 and currently is
seeking submissions. Please contact Jarett Nixon
('05) at (415) 706-0711 or Liz Chien ('05) at
(415) 341-6630 with questions or suggestions.
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FOR HIRE:
YOUR FELLOW HASTINGS ALUMNI AND FUTURE ALUMNI
Is your organization seeking a law clerk or attorney?
Advertise your position with Hastings Career Services.
Your listing will be posted free of charge on our online job database
accessible to Hastings students and alumni.

Employer Name
City

Address
Telephone

Facsimile

Website URL

Contact Person

Title

Direct Line

Employer Type : 0 Law Firm

Zip Code

State

0 Government 0 Public Interest 0 Corporation

E-Mail
No. of Attorneys in Office: _ _ _ _ _ __

Job Title/Description (attach another sheet if necessary): _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Job Type:

o

Job Term:

o Full-Time

Qualifications:

PermanentiPost-JD

o

Experience:

0 Temporary/Contract

0 Fall Semester

0 Spring Semester

0 Part-Time (Hours/Week) _ __ _

Attorney (Bar)

0 Grad (J D)

0 1st Year Student

0 2nd Year Student

0 3rd Year Student

Require: _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Prefer:_ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Application Deadline: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Response Method:

0 Summer

o Mai l

Application Materials Required:

0 Fax

0 E- Mai l

Salary: $ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 No Phone Calls , Please

o Cover Letter & Resume 0 Transcript
o Writing Sample
0 References
o Other (specify) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

The University of California, Hastings College of the Law does not make its career services avai lable to employers who discriminate in the selection of employees on the basis of national origin, race, religion ,
gender, sexual orientation, age, handicap, or any other basis prohibited by applicable law. A lim ited , express exception to this policy is made by the Hastings Board of Directors for the U.S. military on the
.rnllnrl~ that the militarv's oractices to date have been upheld under current judicial interpretation of the discrim ination laws.

Center for Negotiation and D ispute Resolution
Area's most experienced scholars, attorneys, m ediators, and
arbitrators. Approximately half of all H astings students take at
least one ADR co urse during th eir second or third yea r. Th e
2004-2005 curriculum contains a range of choices for students:
Negotiation and Settlem ent, N egotiation and Mediation,
Negotiation Mini-Course, Mediation , Mediation With a Family
Law Emphasis, Advanced Negotiation, International Negotiation,
Mediation CliniC, ADR Survey, ADR Law and Policy, Arbitration
With a Commercial Emphasis, and Arbitration With a Labor and
Employment Emp hasis. In addition, by partnering with local
providers of m ediation services, the Cen ter developed the
Mediation Observation Proj ect, w hich enabled more than 60
students enrolled in mediation co urses to attend live mediations
and see some of the Bay Area 's best m ediators and advocates
work to resolve real disputes.

MEET THE LABOR ARBITRATOR

CNDR and Region 15 of the National Academy of Arbitrators
sponsored th e first annual Labor Arbitration Advocacy
Conference, entitled "Meet the Labor Arbitrator." Sessions
included plenaries on contract interpretation and discipline and
discharge, including a session on putting the "j ust" in just ca use.

COMPETITIONS The H astings Negotiation Team had its

third and most successful competition season in 2003-2004 .

T

he Center for N egotiation and Dispute Resolution has
hit the ground running in the last few months, with
three successful conferences, an expanding roster of
ADR classes for students, and repeated successes for the
negotiation and m edi ation competition t ea ms.
In Janu ary, the Center sponsored a Labor
Arbitration Advocacy Conference with the National Academy of
Arbitrators. More than 150 medi ators, arbitrators, union officials,
city and county governm ent representatives, labor attorneys, and
advocates cam e to Hastings for a day to examine the core
principles of labor arbitration and particip ate in small group
di alogues about th eir appli cation to typical labor grievances.
In March, the Center organized the ADR Faculty Teaching
Conference, which gathered graduate-level professors across
disciplines to network and sh are methods for teaching crosscultural competence and the psychology of negotiation and
negotiators.
In June, th e Center collaborated with th e Bar Association of
San Francisco to present a one-day workshop, "New Perspectives
on legotiation." This intensive program blended lectures,
demonstrations, and role-play exercises to teach lawyers the latest
negotiation theory and research in practical terms. California
State Senator Jackie Speier, a H astings alumna and legislative
proponent of AD R, was the keynoter.
CON FERENCES

2005 classmates Elizabeth Chien and
Jarett Nixon took first place in the
International Competition fo r On-Line
Dispute Resolution's Law Division
Negotiation e Tournament.

2005 classmates Matt Palocsay and
Cassandra Seebaum were National
Semifinalists in the ABA's
Representation in Mediation
Competition in April in New York City.
They qualified for the national
competition earlier in the year by
capturing the Northwest Regional
Championship.

ACADEMICS The Center h as steadily worked on expanding

the College's offerings in the field of dispute resolution. The 23
faculty members teaching in this area include some of the Bay
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Peter Larsen ('04) and Jacob Linetsky
('05) took second place in the ABA
Regional Negotia tion Co mpetition,
qua lifying for the nationals.

2005 classmates P.J. Javaheri and Jarett
Nixon won second place in the
California State Bar Environmental
Negotiation Competition.

PRAISE FOR 50-STAT E
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE STUDY

Here's what they're saying about Environmental Justice for All: A
Fifty-State Survey of Legislation, Policies, and Initiatives, which was
published in spring 2004 by the Public Law Research Institute
(the research arm of th e Center for State and Local Government
Law) and the American Bar Association.
• "This survey will empower co mmuniti es by giving them the
tools they need to protect the health and well-being of their
families." -Congresswoman Hilda L. Solis, D-El Monte. During
her time as a California State Senator, Solis was the author of
California's first environmental justice law.

Center for Gender
And Refugee Studies

• "T his survey . .. is a timely and important contribution to the
environmental justice literature. It provides an easily
discernible baseline from which to measure progress in this
rapidly developing area and, as such, is an invaluable tool for
individuals and institutions working to promote
environmental justice." -Eileen Gauna, Professor of Law,
Southwestern University and author of Environmental Justice:
Law, Policy, and Regulation .

WOMEN 'S RIGHTS IN ASIA

Megan Hauser, center, Program Associate for Asia Programs with
the Global Fund for Women, spoke on campus in November at a
CGRS-sponsored presentation and discussion . Hauser's topic was
the Global Fund's programs supporting women's rights in Asia. She
also discussed the work the Fund is doing to support women's
rights in general, such as labor rights, girls' access to education,
lesbians' rights, economic opportunity, and women's political and
civic participation. CGRS Director Karen Musalo and Coordinating
Attorney Stephen Knight ('96) are pictured with Hauser.

• "Environmental Justice for All is an important new resource for
local government officials and community leaders alike who
need to know where to turn for assistance. The short and easyto-read summaries of state legislation, poliCies, and initiatives
make it possible for the layperson to quickly understand the
pressing concerns within hislher home state. More
importantly, it answers the question "Who can help us'"
-Mosi Kitwana, Director of Research and Development,
International City/County Management Association.

Center for State and Local
Government Law

• "The 50-state survey presents an excellent summary of the
status of existing and pending legislation pertaining to
environmental justice for every state and the District of
Columbia. It also provides invaluable contact information
with the person(s) and/or office responsible for environmental
justice enforcement for each state. It is a tool I expect to use
in my practice for the benefit of my clients." -Benjamin
Wilson, Director, Beveridge & Diamond, D. C.

• "This project provides just what the business practitioner needs
to assure compliance with environmental justice obligations
throughout the states. The survey is particularly helpful
because it provides links to source documents and contact
information if follow-up will be required." -Sue Briggum,
Director of Environmental Affairs, Waste Management, Inc.

IN SACRAMENTO , LEGISLATION CLINIC
COMPLETES FIRST SEMESTER

During the 2004 spring semester, students in the Hastings
Legislation Clinic worked for legislators who are lawyers,
legislative committees staffed by lawyers, and the Governor's
Legislative Affairs Secretary learning about statutory lawmaking
and assisting in crafting, analyzing, and promoting legislation .
Through the clinic, students attended seminars and floor sessions,
sat with and presented bills in committees, and developed
analytical, legal research and writing, negotiation, and advocacy
skills. Above, Jennifer Euler ('04) confers with Assembly member
Todd Spitzer ('89), R-Orange.

For the original article on the survey, see page 3 of
Community's Winter 2004 issue. The survey can be accessed at
www.uchastings.edu/plri. For information, contact Steven
Bonorris at (415) 565-4671 or bonorris@uchastings.edu.
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Testamentary Charitable Transfers of Retirement Plan Assets

A

s you are all aware, the current California budget crisis

owe more tax after making a gift of a qualified retirement plan

has resulted in reduced funding for higher education,

than if they hadn't made a gift has been the source of numerous

including Hastings. As a result, it is imperative that

proposed bills over the past few years. As this article went to

Hastings expand its fundraising efforts in order to partially offset

press, the CARE Act was under consideration in Congress. If

these painful cuts. One way in w hich support can be provided is

passed, this bill would remove the disincentives found in current

through gifts to the Hastings Annual Campaign . We also have a

law to lifetime gifts of qualified retirement plan assets. While this

number of planned giving vehicles - such as charitable remainder

legislation will be advantageous for charitable giving, it may not

trusts or charitable gift annuities-that we can offer in

be as beneficial as many of its proponents have suggested .

conjunction with the University of California system. While these

However, the focus on retirement plan assets and ch aritable

planned gifts merit consideration, the most common and

giving may help bring attention to the benefits of testamentary

overlooked type of planned gift is a bequest.

transfers of these assets.

Recent surveys suggest that approximately 70% of all

IRD

Americans support ch aritable organizations during their lifetimes.

TRANSFERS TO CHARITY AVOID TAX ON

However, only around 6% include charitable gifts as part of their

The reason th at qualified retirement plan assets are appropriate

will or estate plan. In order to address this issue, the National

and excellent candidates for a charitable bequest is because they

Committee on Planned Giving has introduced a public awareness

generate "income in respect of a decedent" ("IRD"). As such, the

campaign-LEAVE A LEGACY®-designed to increase support

recipient- the decedent's estate or a named benefiCiary-must

of charitable organizations via bequests and other planned gifts.

pay ordinary income tax upon receipt in the same way the

Of course, Hastings is pleased to participate in this effort and is

decedent would have been taxed if he or she had recognized the

happy to work with donors and their legal counsel to ensure that

income prior to death. This income tax is in addition to any estate

the bequest language is appropriate and useful. In addition, we

tax that might be attributed to this distribution. This often results

want to ensure that donors are able to maximize the tax benefits

in a "double taxation" of distributions from qualified plans.
On the other hand, if th e retirement plan assets are directed

of their bequests by selecting appropriate assets to bequeath.

to a charitable organization, the income will be realized by the
RETIREMENT PLAN ASSETS

charity, which is tax-exempt. Thus, no tax will be paid in the year

There has been an enormous increase in the value of all qualified

of distribution. If the estate is significantly large, the income and

retirement plans (IRAs, 401 (k)s, etc.) in the past several decades.

estate taxes that are avoided can approach 75% of the retirement

A large measure of this growth is attributable to the tax

plan distribution. In other words, the decedent's h eirs will only

advantage; these funds can grow on a tax-deferred basis and there

give up $25 in order for a charity to have $100. As a result,

is no tax until the participant makes a withdrawal. While these

individuals considering a charitable bequest should consider

rules make qualified retirement plans excellent vehicles for

transferring income-taxable assets to charity and non-income-

retirement planning, they are not generally suitable for gifts

taxable assets to heirs. Unfortunately, many individuals name

during a donor's lifetime. The simple reason is that a donor who

their heirs as the beneficiaries of their qualified retirement plans

transfers funds to a charity must recognize ordinary income on

and IRA accounts while making specific bequests of other assets

the entire amount withdrawn, even if the entire amount is

to a charity.

transferred to a charitable organization. The associated charitable
income tax deduction may not fully offset the taxable income
attributed to the withdrawal. The fact that many individuals may

.
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The nuances of estate pl annin g for qu alified retirem ent pl ans
are inordin ately complex. H owever, the fo llowing approaches are
often used fo r testam entary transfers of qualified plan assets:
• Designating a charity as successor beneficiary. An individual

m ay simply designate a charity as the successor beneficiary of
a qualified retirement plan. Due to aspects of the minimum
distribution rules th at are beyond the scope of this article, it is
often an effective strategy to nam e the charity as a contingent
beneficiary. In addition, the donor m ay opt to split up hislher
IRA into several separate plans, designating the proceeds of
som e planes) to heirs and other planes) to charity.
• Disclaimer: Another approach is to use a disclaimer. When the

participant dies, the primary benefi ciary (ies) can m ake a
"qualified disclaimer" of all rights that they had to the
property so that the retirement plan assets can be distributed
to the ch arity already selected as th e contingent benefi ciary.
O f course, this technique depends on ultimate execution by
the prim ary beneficiary(ies) .
• TrusteelExecutor Direction . In addition to est ate planning via

qualified plan beneficiary designation forms, m any estate
planners are also adding provisions to trusts and wills that
specify the source of ch aritable bequests. For example, "To the
extent possible, this charitable bequest shall be satisfied with
assets deem ed to be 'incom e in respect of a decedent' under

The Miller
Professorship

IRC Section 69 1" or "instruct that all of my charitable gifts,
bequests, and devises shall be m ade, to the ext ent possibl e,
from property that constitutes 'income in respect of a
decedent' as that term is defined in the Intern al Revenue
Code."

Hastings 1066 Foundation Trustee Tom Miller
SUMMARY

('73) presented his generous contribution to

If you would like m ore det ailed info rmation concerning a

fully endow a Distinguished Professorship of

charitable beq uest to H astings of the assets of a qualified

Law at Hastings to Chancellor Kane in

retirement plan, you should consult with your own tax adviser or

D ecember.

contact the H astings 1066 Foundation at (4 15) 565-4665.
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FOUNDER'S DAY
HASTI NGS' 2004
ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR

Deborah Ballati
Class of 1975

II
I

eborah Ballati was the recipient of
the Hastings Alumni Association 's
2004 Alumnus-of-the-Year
Award, presented in recognition of her
exemplary career, as well as for her
longtime service to the legal profession, to
her community, and to the law school. A
Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Stanford
University, she received her JD degree in
197 5 from Hastings, where she was ranked
in the top 10% of her class and was a
member of both Order of the Coif and the
Thurston Society.
Since joining Farella, Braun & Martel in
San Francisco in 1977, she has m aintained
a broad civil and commercial litigation
practice, with an emphasis on construction
and insurance covera ge m atters. She
beca me a p artn er in the firm in 1983 and
served a number of years on the firm 's
ori gin al Executive Committee. H er clients
have included, among others, the
University of California and the Port of
Oa kland.
Ballati is nati onally recognized in her
field of practi ce. In 1997, she was inducted
as a Fellow into the American Coll ege of
Construction Lawyers, and sh e now sits on
that College 's Board of Governors. From
2002 to 2003 , she served as the Chair of
th e ABA's Forum on the Construction
Industry, the largest organization of
construction lawyers in the United States
and abroad .

A frequent lecturer on both insurance
coverage and construction law m atters, she
regularly has given presentations to both
the ABA's Forum on the Construction
Industry and the America n College of
Construction Lawyers and also has spoken
on panels presented by th e American
Arbitration Association, the San Francisco
Bar Association, and th e Associated
G eneral Contractors of California Legal
Advisory Committee. For th e past fiv e
years, she also h as served as a featured
speaker for the Continuin g Education of
the Bar 's annu al CLE program regarding
recent developments in civil litigation
practice.
While engaging in these professional
activities and carrying a full load as a
partner in a highly respected law firm ,
Ballati also always has m ade time to
participate in a variety of other civic
activities, including involvement with
Boys' H op e Girls' H ope of the San
Francisco Bay Area and Meals on Wheels
of San Francisco. She currently serves as a
m ember of the Board of Directors of each
of those organizations.
Most important, for H astings, she is a
loyal supporter of her alma mater. She has
been a m emb er of H astings' leadershiplevel giving club-the H astings 1066
Fo undation - and has served as the
representative fo r H astin gs at the Farella
fir m in conjunction with the operation of
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th e law school's firmwid e solicitation
program.
For some 15 years-from 1985 until its
close in 2000-Ballati regularly served as a
lecturer and demonstrator in Hastings'
annual College of Advocacy program, her
presentations always receiving the highest
evaluations. The C OA was an annu al,
multi-day continuing legal education
program offered to members of the Bar.
Between 199 2 and 2000, she also took
on the task of Co-Chairing the Business
Litigation section of the program . In th at
capacity, she recruited oth er qualified
faculty m embers, det ermined each year's
curriculum, and selected each year's
lecturers and demonstrators. H er
willingness to play such a demandin g
leadership role was one of the chief fac tors
co ntributing to the COA program 's overall
success.
In April 2003 , Ballati received th e
C lara Foltz Award from H astings' Cl ara
Foltz Feminist Association . That awa rd
recognizes Hastings women graduates who
have both performed with particularly
high distinction in their careers and served
as great role models, u . . . inspirin g and
enco uraging oth er H astings women to
achieve excellence."
The naming of D eborah Ballati as the
2004 Alumnus of the Year additionally
recognizes th at she is a grea t role model
for all of H astings' students and alumni.

. . . . HASTINGS
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The Honorable
Willie L. Brown, Jr.
Class of 1958

he Honorable Willie L. Brown, Jr.,
was th e recipient of the Hastings
Medal of Achievement. Awarded
during Founder's Day ceremonies, the
Medal is given to recognize distinguished
public service and enduring contributions
to the community or profession. It has
only been awarded on seven prior
occasions, the last Medal having been
presented to former Nevada Governor
Robert L. List more than a decade ago.
Willie Brown was first elected to the
California Assembly in 1964 and was reelected 16 times, serving a total of 31
years. In 1980, he was the first AfricanAmerican to be elected Speaker of the
Assembly, a position he held for an
unprecedented 15 years. Known as a great
negotiator and coalition builder, he was
able to bring both sides of the aisle into
agreement on a host of key legislation,
including the most comprehensive
educational reform and financing bill in
20 years.
After stepping down from the
California Assembly in 1996 due to term
limits, Brown brought his skills to the San
Francisco Mayor's Office. Always a catalyst
for change, Mayor Brown forged various

civic coalitions that brought major
additions to the San Francisco cityscape,
including a new downtown ballpark, a
major renovation of City Hall, and the
renaissance of the Embarcadero. He also
paved the way for a second campus of
UCSF at Mission Bay. In addition, he
helped refurbish and rebuild one of the
nation 's busiest transit systems, created a
model juvenile justice system, and
pioneered the use of bond measures to
construct affordable housing. At the
expiration of his second Mayoral term in
January 2004, he assumed the leadership
of the Willie L. Brown, Jr., Center on
Politics and Public Service, where he shares
his broad knowledge of government and
commitment to public service with a new
generation of California leaders.
As one of the Golden State's leading
public servants, Willie Brown has left his
imprimatur on practically every aspect of
public policy at both the local and State
levels. He truly is a most deserving
recipient of the eighth Hastings Medal of
Achievement to be awarded since the
College's establishment in 1878.

Mayor Willie Brown ('58), center, receives congratulations from Hastings Board of Directors members
John T Knox (,52), left, and John K. "Jack " Smith ('54), right.
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THE ANDERSON LECTURE

Modern Presidential Leadership
FroIn Kennedy to the Bushes
Richard Reeves, former chief political
correspondent of the New York Times, is an
author and syndicated columnist who has
made several award-winning documentary
fllms. He is the author of President Kennedy:
Profile of Power and President Nixon: Alone in
the White House, and he is currently working
on a book about President Reagan. Reeves'
twice-weekly column appears in more than
100 newspapers.

the great speeches in American history, during
the struggle over the integration of the
University of Al abama, he said that civil rights
was neither a regional nor a political question,
but a moral question-a question of what
kind of people we are. In a democracy, he had
put the government on the side of the
minority- no small thing- and will always be
remembered as a civil rights leader.

ON THE WRITING
OF PRESIDENTIAL HISTORY

In a world where people couldn 't stand being
alone, Richard Nixon couldn 't stand people.
Introverted almost to a crippling degree, he
memorized most of what he said, even in
casual conversation, because he simply did
not have th e social antenna to fun ction
spontaneously.

NIXON

Many books on the Presidency divide
decisionmaking and action by issues: civil
rights, a war, etc. Others have a theory in
advance and try to fit the life and record of a
President into that theory. But it isn't like that
at all, because all these things happen
simultaneously. In retrospect, we know
whether something was done well or badly.
But what is more to the point is what the
President knew and when he knew it. What
was on his desk, who did he talk to, what did
they say, what did he read)

KENNEDY
Like most politicians, Kennedy was a man
who could not stand to be alone. He lived life
as a race against boredom. Expecting to die
young because of his health, he refused to
"wait his turn ." He became the first selfselected President by going around the old
ways of the Democratic Party, using the press
and the primaries. Before then, primaries
weren't generally important, and reporters
more or less wrote down what the candidates
said in speeches.

•••
In 196 1, the United States, France, and
Great Britain had 15,000 troops in West
Berlin, which was surrounded by 50 divisions
of the Red Anny. If the Russians had chosen
military action, we could not have held out
for more than a few hours. On the other
hand, the Soviets had a problem: East
Germany's best and brightest were fleeing

Colu mnist and author Richard Reeves

into West Berlin and West Germany, bleeding
Communism to death .
In President Kennedy's papers was a copy
of the Reporter magazine with underlining in
an article about building a wall between East
and West Berlin . In speeches, Kennedy let it
be known that whatever the East Germans or
Soviets did on their side of the border was
their business-as long as they respected our
occupation rights to enter East Berlin for
inspections. Khrushchev understood the
message, correctly, to mean the Americans
would not interfere if he built a wall. In
public, Kennedy said what a terrible thing the
wall was, but he was practically a cocontractor. Most likely the two men and their
wall prevented world war.
**•
Kennedy had little interest in civil rights.
He wasn't going to risk his political capital
doing something he thought would destroy
his presidency. After all, he had to deal with a
Southern-dominated Congress. But he had
been giving speeches, directed toward Eastern
Europe, about freedom and the role of
dissent. With the advent of television
networks, those words were heard in the
South, and both freedom riders and Southern
lawmakers thought the President was on their
side.
But when the college integration battles
began, Kennedy had to choose sides. In one of
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•••
Most of the excisions in Bob Haldeman's
diaries involved his role as a buffer between
Nixon and Kissinger, each of whom thought
the other was nuts. Nixon didn 't want to give
a State dinner because he thought he would
have to talk to people he didn 't know,
something he could hardly bear. The first
State dinner, for Pierre Trudeau, seemed to
have gone well enough, but when Haldeman
came to Nixon's office the next morning,
Nixon said, "I had to talk to this person .. . I
had to talk to that person. What am I to say?
We've got to make the dinners shorter."
"How can we do that7" asks Haldeman.
Nixon says, "Cut the soup course. No
soup.
When Haldeman goes to th e White
House kitchen to tell them no soup, he
bumps into the President's valet. "What's with
the President this morning. Did something
happen last night at the dinner)" he asks.
The valet replies, "No, nothing ... well . ..
he spilled soup on his vest."
Haldeman returns to the O val Office and
says, "Mr. PreSident, I just saw Manolo, your
valet ... ."
And Nixon says, "I know what you're
going to say. I'm going to tell you something,

· · .. HA

Bob, and you remember this. Real men don't
eat soup."
Nixon's personality was ill-suited for
politics, but he was extraordinarily intelligent.
He had a wonderful architectural mind and
an incredible will. He could keep going no
matter what the odds against him .

***
Nixon governed by surprise. There were
no public debates in Congress or in the press.
One night he appeared on television and said,
"Hello, everybody. I'm going to China." After a
weekend at Camp David, he came back and
said, "Hello, everybody. We're devaluing the
dollar; we're taking the United States off the
gold standard; and, by the way, we're
imposing wage and price controls as well."
Like his hero, Charles de Gaulle, Nixon
governed by fiat, though in the end it
destroyed him. To maintain that kind of
secrecy, you have to work secretly, which
means you have to lie, which means you have
to cover up the lies.
***
Nixon always expected to lose and knew
what to do if he lost. But he didn't know how
to deal with victory. In 1972, haVing just won
the greatest landslide in American history, he
called in his staff and his Cabinet and told
them they were all fired and would have to
reapply for their jobs. Then he went to Camp
David by himself to decide whom to retain.
He was plotting a coup against his own
government. In the contracts he made Cabinet
members sign, they pledged never to try to
speak to the President. As Nixon said, "This
would be a great job if it weren't for the
people."
***
The most revealing look into the man was
in a set of boxes a secretary and personal
assistant packed the night of August 7, 1974,
as he was getting ready to depart by
helicopter. The contents of his five desks were
emptied into cardboard boxes where they
remained sealed for 30 years. Nixon, who
would stay up each night writing on yellow
pads or dictating into a recorder, stuffed these
musings into the drawers most every day.
In January 1970, in his hideaway office,
room 175 in the Old Executive Office
Building, he wrote, "Add element of lift to
each appearance. Hard work, imagination,
compassion, leadership, understanding of
young, intellectual expansion, cool, strong,
organize. Temperate, exciting, joy in life . ..."
And on a more serious night later in 1970,

TINGS

". .. the press, the intellectual establishment,
the partisan Democrats are hopelessly against
me. Better means must be found to go over
them to the people." Among resolutions he
made to himself after that: "Stop recreation,
except purely for exercise. Need for spiritual
lift each Sunday."
Night after night he would repeat these
phrases. But th ere also was dynamite like this:
"Have we misjudged the Viet Cong from the
beginning)"

REAGAN
Ronald Reagan was an amazingly effective
President. He didn't seem to work very hard
or think very much, but he got other people
to do exactly what he wanted. He was an
extraordinary leader. There are, I learned the
hard way, great differences between being old
and being middle-aged. Nixon and Kennedy
lived by what people thought of them and by
the impact they could make. They had
futures. At 70, Reagan didn't care what
people thought about him. He was already
famous. He was not going to have a future
after the White House. Old men have much
more freedom than young men, I've
concluded.

**•
Reagan did three things as President. He
wrote and gave speeches-work that tended
to change the country and the world. He
schmoozed, mostly by telephone, speaking in
his first three weeks to more members in
Congress than Carter had in four years. And
he loved to answer letters from citizens as he
had answered letters from fans when he was
in Hollywood.
When I asked Don Regan what was the
biggest flaw in the Reagan White House, he
said, "Everybody thought they were smarter
than the President." So, they wanted to make
sure he didn't send letters out on his own.
George Schultz was about the only
Cabinet member who could see Reagan
alone. Others were allowed in only with a
minder, but Schultz wouldn't go for that. He
told me that often, at the end of the meeting,
Reagan would say, "You going home tonight,
George)"
And Schultz would say, "Yeah."
"Do you pass a post office?"
And Schultz would say, "Yes."
And Reagan would pull out a stack of
letters and say, 'Would you mail these for me?"

. 15

BUSH
The 1960 election and the 2000 election in
one way were almost identical. Two
candidates knew everything: Nixon, Gore.
Their opponents seemed to be likeable, but
were considered lightweights. In both cases,
the likeable lightweights, Kennedy and Bush,
won. The question about George Bush the
younger was always whether he was smart
enough. If the job were about being smart,
there would be statues of Herbert Hoover
and Jimmy Carter out there.
* ••
Other Presidents tended to say "we," but
George W. Bush uses the first person singular
in a way no President has before: "I loathe," "I
feel," "] will." When Bob Woodward asked him
before the war how he would explain it to
the American people if they couldn't find
weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, Bush
said, "] don't have to explain anything. I'm the
President, and people have to explain to me."
As a professor at the University of
Southern California, I get used to explaining
things to young people. When Bush's National
Guard service and Kerry's Vietnam service
come up, it is stunning to realize that most
students have no idea about what happened
in Vietnam. We never resolved that war. Now
it's bubbling to the surface, and we may
finally have to deal with it in this election of
2004.
We lost in Vietnam; we're going to lose in
Iraq. By losing, I mean that the Iraqis are
going to be there a thousand years from now,
and we are not. In Vietnam, you saw people
in the hundreds coming at you on bicycles.
How could you tell who was for us or against
us, or even what was going on, except that
one of these people might shoot you. You end
up firing first and asking questions later. One
of the tragedies of occupation is that the
occupied quickly come to hate the occupier,
as you would expect. But the occupier, too,
comes to hate the occupied.
*•*

Everyone has to make his own judgment on
what leadership is. But in a democracy, the final
judgment on a President is this: does he bring
out the best or the worst in the American people.
If he brings out the best, then he will have served
us well. If he brings out the worst, then he will
have failed as a President, and, in a sense, we
will have failed as a people.

1066 FOUNDATION'S
FOUNDEItS DAY CELEBRATION
The 1066 Foundation honored the 2004 Maroin J Anderson Lecturer. author
and syndicated columnist Richard Reeves, with a reception following the lecture
on February 27, 2004.

Chancellor Mary Kay Kane and Professor Mark Aaronson with Michael
Deibert ('04) .

Alumlli AssOCllltiun Secretary Merceder Murtno ( 801, Joy Chang ('05),
Jacquelllle .\1az ('04), alld Barry Kanel ( 77).

Robert Woelfel ('06), Kate Benoit (,04), Jonathan Katchen ('04), and DUw.a
Chen ('06) .

Anderson Lecturer Richard Reeves with Professors William Wang and Richard
Boswell alld Ogai Haider ('05).

ASUCH President Steven Ngo ('04), Anderson Lecturer Richard Reeves, and
Professor Roger Park, the James Edgar Hervey Chair in Litigation.

1066 Foundation Trustee Jane Pandell
('81) and Dr. Alex Pandell.

Alumni Association Board member Peter Burns ('00), Gowon Song (,01),
Alumni Association Board member Dennis Hightower (,92), and Esther Lee ('98).

1066 Foundation Trustee Valerie Fontaine ('79), Rebecca Saroyan ('96), and
Ken Bernf1eld.

Walter Helmick, Jr. , Alumni Association Board member Hon. Stephen Bradbury
('76), and Hon . Brad Hill ('83), Alumni Association President.

Jamienne Studley with Academic Dean Leo Martinez ('78).
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Alumni/Student Picture Gallery
NEW BAR AOMITTEES RECEPTIONS
SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER HOLIDAY PARTY
NINTH CIRCUIT COURT OF ApPEALS
DECEMBER 2003

Professor Rory Little with Jonas Nahoum ('03) and Gene Litvinoff ('00) .

Alumni Association President-Elect Gregg Hovey ('83) and Leslie Hovey ('86) with
Justice Marvin Baxter ('66) and Jane Baxter.

Suzanne Sammis and Robert Sammis with Melinda Samm is ('99).

Lily Zhang ('03) , Professor John Maione, Professor Marsha Cohen, and
David Eligator ('94).

Berty La Vine and Robert La Vine ('59).

1997 classmates and Alumni Board of Governors members
Charles Smiley and Vernon Goins.
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Gloria Lopez ('95) and Leslie Hale.

Casey Donohue and Abraham Mertens ('03).

Victor Ali (03), Shahla Maghzi, and Nat Cousins ('95) .

HAWAII CHAPTER
THE BANKERS CLUB
JANUARY 2004

Michael O 'Connor ('71), Lisa Lau, and Lance Ching ('02).

Danton Wo ng (,82), Iver Larson (,0 1) , and Jeff Lau ('77).
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Randy Steverson ('78), Lany lng ('66), Betty lng, and Alumni Association Board member
Al Wong ('64).

Dr. Douglas Lee ('60) with Chapter President Harvey Lung ('81).

Los ANGELES

Carol M. Lee ('74), Paul Sasaki ('03), and Chancellor Mary Kay Kane.

Michael Freed ('74), Pamela Freed, and Harvey Henderson ('68).

CHAPTER, CENTURY CITY

REED SMITH
FEBRUARY 2004

Edward Benes (,67), Sigrid Benes, and Mark Schaeffer ('86).

Alexander La ks ('89) with Robert Zipser ('85).
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Emanuel Shirazi ('OJ) with Chancellor Mary Kay Kane and
Alumni Association President Hon . Brad Hill ('83).

Elena Myaskovsky ('97) and 1066 Foundation Trustee
Elizabeth Franco Bradley ('77).

Los ANGELES

CHAPTER, DOWNTOWN
MUSICK, REELER
FEBRUARY 2004

Reception host Steve Elie (,87), Chancellor Mary Kay Kane, and Cyril Yu ('98).

2003 classmates Ali Ehsan and Sarah Dupree.

Steve Hassid (,0 1) , Alumni Association Board member Nate Kraut ('83) ,
Lauriann Wright ('94), and Kirby Kim ('03) .

Robert Streich ('88) with Bradley Marsh ('03) .
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ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR CELEBRATIONS

S\

DIEGO CHAPTER DINNER
BETRANO'S OF MISTER A:s
SEPTEMBER 2003

Karen Ladner (,77), Hon. Cynthia Thornton ('83), leff lohnson ('83), and
Claudia lohnson.

Todd Stone (,77), Board of Directors member Brian Monaghan ('70),
Chancellor Mary Kay Kane, Board of Directors member Eugene Freeland
('5 1), and Carol Freeland.

San Diego Chapter President Steve Allen ('94) presents the Alumnus-of-the-Year
Award to Wain Fishburn ('8 1).

1986 classmates Leslie Hovey and Kate Bush.
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ALUMNI EVENTS
FRESNO PAST PRESIDENT' S R ECOGNITION R ECEPTION
LANG, RICHERT & PATCH
SEPTEMBER 2003

Donald Fischbach ('72) with Val Saldana.

Han . Larry O'Neill ('79), Ben Ewell ('66), Faye Cayle, and Han. Robert Cayle ('56).

Incoming Fresno Chapter President Laurie Quigley (,9 1), Howard Watkins ('72),
Kathleen DeSantis ('83), Audrey Hill, and Poncho Baker ('9 1) .

Alumni Association President Han. Brad Hill ('83) presents outgoing
Fresno Chapter President Jim Shekayan ('65) with a plaque.

Celene Boggs ('94), Catherine Cerna ('95), Han . Annette LaRue ('52), and
Han. Bruce Smith ('81).

David St. Louis (,67), Han . Jane York (,76), and Han . Stephen
Kane ('76) .
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COlOR ')0 CHA, TCELLOR'S RECEPTIO
fvlcCOR:---'1ICK'S, DEl TVER
SEPTE0.IBER 2003

T

1989 classmates Jeff Schwarz and Paul Tourangeau.

1991 classmates April Smith Jones and Kaki Schmidt.

Kevin Pyle, Sharon Hankla (,94), Bruce McCrea (,73), and John Moorhead (70).

Michael Huttner ('95), Bradley Levin ('80), Chancellor Mary Kay Kane,
James Armstrong (70), and Louise Douglass.

Kristin Diamond ('92), Paul Hanley ('85), Michael MacPhail ('88), and
Jeffrey Smith (' 66) .

Patrick Meyers ('90) and Joyce Meyers with Kurt Gottschall ('95).
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Los ANGELES JUDGES' RECEPTION
Los ANGELES ATHLETIC CLUB
SEPTEMBER

2003

John Tavetian (,76), Maureen Carnahan, and Commissioner Douglas Carnahan
('75).

Chancellor Mary Kay Kane with Han . Edward Kakita ('65).

2002 classmates Robert and Adriana Brava·Partain with Steve Elie ('87).

Alumni Association Board Member Nate Kraut ('83), Han . Bruce Geernaert ('53) ,
and Han . Lisa Hart Cole ('80).

Carol Hamilton (,76), Alcuze Jones, Larry Walls ('74), and Hon. Yvonne Jones ('74).

Brad Marsh ('03), A. Ashley Tabaddor ('97), 1066 Foundation Trustees John
Nordin ('69) and Valerie Fontaine ('79), and Mo Keshavarzi ('02).
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David Cowan ('88), Dina Chernick ('83), and Fred Hill ('64).

G

Han . Ruth Kwan ('81) with Charles Calix ('89).

SAN DIEGO RECEPTION
FAT CITY STEAKHOUSE
FEBRUARY 2004

Patrick Dudley ('99), Lauren Weidner (,91), 2004·05 San Diego Chapter President
ViM Casiano ('99), alld John Houts ('71).

John Crawford ('77), Matthew Hurlimann (,0 1), Claudia Johnson, and
Gary Letchinger ('89) .

Kellogg Chan ('64), Leslie Hovey ('86), Chancellor Mary Kay Kan e, and
reception host Tom Fat ('65).

Jeff Johnson ('83), Janet Houts, Jeanette Stephan ('83), and Steve Stephan .
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FACULTY NOTES

PROFESSOR MARK
AARONSON gave a presentation,

PROFESSOR ASHUTOSH
BHAGWAT is the author of an articl e,

"Incremental Infiltration," at a panel on
implementing a social justice curriculum at
a conference entitled Shaking the
Foundations at Stanford Law School in
November 2003 . 0 "On Structuring
Student Learning About Problem Solving"
was the title of his presentation at a panel
on teaching problem solving and prevention
at the Second International Conference on
Creative Problem Solving at California
Western School of Law in San Diego in
March 2004.

"What If I Want My Kids to Watch
Pornography7 Protecting Children From
'Indecent' Speech," which appeared in 11
Wm. & Mary Bill of Rts. 1. 671 (2003) . 0
His book chapter, "The Story of Whitney v.
California: The Power of Ideas," appeared
in 2003 in Constitutional Law Stories,
edited by Michael Dorf.

PROFESSOR MARGRETH
BARRETT was the author of an article,

"Consolidating the Diffuse Paths to Trade
Dress Functionality: Enco untering TrafFix
on the Way to Sears," 61 Wash. & Lee L.
Rev. 79 (2004).0 In 2004, Aspen
published a new edition of her book,
Intellectual Property, in its Emanuel Law
Outlines series. 0 Also in 2004, West
published the supplement to the second
edition of her text Cases and Materials on
Intellectual Property.
Trademark fun ctionality doctrine was
the topic of her talk at a University of San
Francisco law faculty colloquium in
October 2003. 0 In February in San
FranCisco, she took part in the Music Law
Summit West at Hastings on a panel
entitled "Peer-to-Peer File Sharing: Can It
Be Stopped 7 Should It?" 0 In March she
gave a talk, "The Copyright Year in
Review," at the Orange County Patent Law
Association spring seminar in Palm Springs.

PROFESSOR GEORGE
BISHARAT had two articles that

originally appeared in area newspapers
("Who Caused the Palestinian Diaspora 7 "
in the "Forum" section of the November
30, 2003 , Sacramento Bee and "Rite of
Return to a Palestinian Hom e" in th e May
18, 2003, San Francisco Chronicle)
published on January 2, 2004, in th e Israeli
newspaper Ha 'aretz, which ran the pieces
in both its English and Hebrew editions.
The articles received so much reader
comment that Ha 'aretz asked Professor
Bisharat to write a response, which
appeared on January 9. 0 In its Sunday
"Commentary" section, the Los Angeles
Times published "Two-State Solution Again
Sells Palestinians Short," on January 25,
2004.
PROFESSOR RICHARD
BOSWELL was the author of an article,

"Racism and Immigration Law: Can There
Be True Reform After 911 1?" which
appeared in 7 1. G ender, Race & Just.
315 (2003) .
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PROFESSOR MARSHA COHEN

had published an article, "Rx by EmailBad Medicine for a Chronic Rulemaking
Illness," in 29 Admin. & Reg. L. News 10
(2003), a publication of th e Section of
Administrative Law and Regulatory
Practice of the American Bar Association.
o A commentary entitled "Can We Talk?"
focusing on food and drug regulation and
the First Amendment appeared in 58 Food
& Drug L.J. 741 (2003) . 0 In 2004, with
William L. Marcus, Professor Cohen was
the author of an update for Pharmacy Law
for California Pharmacists and a companion
piece, "Th e Changing Rules for Controlled
Substances," both of which are at h er
website, www. uchastings.edu/cohenl2004.
Professor Cohen was quoted in the
Oakland Tribune, Alameda Times-Star, and
Tri- Valley H erald in November 2003 in
stories on the status of the drugs involved
in the BALCO nutrition lab inquiry that
ensnared a number of world-class/ maj or
league athletes. She also provided
background for several reporters to help
explain drug approval and the differences
between prescription drugs, dietary
supplements, and controlled substances.
o In January 2004, Professor Cohen was
heard on the KQED radio program
"Forum" as part of a panel discussing all
California legislation becoming effective
in 2004 .
PROFESSOR R ICHA R D
CUNN I NGHA M is th e author of

"Th e Twilight of Treasure Trove," a chapter
in the book Legal Perspectives on Cultural
Resources, published in 2003 by AltaMira
Press.

HASTI

PROFESSOR ROBIN FELDMAN

had publi hed two articles. 0 "The
In ufficiency of Antitrust Analysis for
Patent Misuse" appeared in 55 Hastings L.1.
399 (2003).0 "Considerations on the
Emerging Implementa tion of Biometric
Technology" appeared in 25 Hastings
Comm . & Ent. L.1. 653 (2004) .
PROFESSOR BRIAN GRAY had
published four articles in The Major Acts of
Congress, a three-volume compendium of
the most important federal statutes,
published by Macmillan in 2003.0 "The
Federal Power Acts," in Vol. 2, p. 63.0
"The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920," in Vol.
2, p. 275.0 "The National Park Service Act
of 1914," in Vol. 3, p. 42 . 0 "The
Yellowstone National Park Act of 1872,"
in Vol. 3, p 293.
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PROFESSOR DAVID LEVINE gave
a talk entitled "School Desegregation in the
21 5t Century: The View From San
Francisco" at a conference, "Brown at 50,"
on March 27 at the University of Florida 's
Levin School of Law in Gainesville.
PROFESSOR STEPHEN LIND ,
ALBERT R. ABRAMSON
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR
OF LAW, had published the 13 th edition

of The Fundamentals of Federal Income
Taxation with Professor Daniel Lathrope.
In November 2003, Professor Lind
presented a talk entitled "The Tax
Consequences of Judgments and
Settlements" to the California Judicial
Association in San Francisco.
RICHARD MARCUS , HORACE

O . COIL (,57) CHAIR IN
CHANCELLOR AND DEAN
MARY KAY KANE ,
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR
OF LAW, on January 29, 2004, was a

commentator at a symposium entitled
"Rethinking the Licensing of New
Attorneys-An Exploration," sponsored by
the Georgia State University Law School
in Atlanta. 0 On February 6, she was a
panelist at the ABA mid-year meeting in
San Antonio, Texas. The session was
entitled: "Lawrence and the Solomon
Amendment: What Next)" 0 She was a
panelist at a bar admissions seminar in
New Orleans on March 26 sponsored by
the National Conference of Bar Examiners.
The panel was entitled "Content and
Validity in Bar Exams." 0 On May 27, she
was a participant at the AALS Global
Conference on Educating Lawyers for
Transnational Challenges, where she
submitted a paper entitled "Transnational
Business Transactions and Comparative
Dispute Resolution ." Some 150
participants from 50 countries attended
the meeting, which was held in Honolulu.
PROFESSOR DANIEL
LATH ROPE had published the 13 th

edition of The Fundamentals of Federal
Income Taxation with Stephen Lind, Albert
R. Abramson Distinguished Professor
of Law.

LITIGATION , had published an article,
"Slouching Toward Discretion," in 78 Notre
Dame L. Rev. 1561 (2003).0 His article,
"Discretion Uber Alles," was published at
p. 453 in Discretionary Power of the Judge:
Limits and Control, edited by B. Hess and
M. Storme (2003).
In December in San Francisco, he was
principal presenter at Mealey's EDiscovery Conference on the topic of
developments in the Federal Rules.
ACADEMIC DEAN LEO P.
MARTI N EZ spoke at a program on

promoting diversity in the profession
jointly sponsored by the California
Minority Counsel Program and the
Practicing Law Institute in San Francisco in
January. 0 In February, he chaired the Site
Evaluation Team conducting the ABA
accreditation visit of Suffolk University
Law School in Boston. 0 In April, he
presented an invited paper, "Tax Legislation
and Discourse: The Rhetoric of Revenue
and Politics," at the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas, William S. Boyd School of Law.
PROFESSOR CALVIN MASSEY

had published an article, "Joltin ' Joe Has
Left and Gone Away: The Vanishing
Presumption Against Preemption," 66
Albany L. Rev. 759 (2003) .
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UGO A . MATTEI , ALFRED AND
HANNA FROMM CHAIR IN
INTERNATIONAL AND
COMPARATIVE LAW, had published

a book, The European Codification Process:
Cut and Paste, by Kluwer in 2003 . 0 Also
in 2003, he had published the third
volume of The Common Core of European
Private Law, of which he is a General
Editor with Mauro Bussani of the
Universita degli Studi di Trieste. The latest
volume, Pure Economic Loss in Europe,
follows two previous works: Good Faith in
European Contract Law and The
Enforceability of Promises in European
Contract Law.
In November 2003, Professor Mattei
presented the keynote address, "The Past
and the Future of Law and Economics," at
the inaugural meeting of the Scandinavian
Society of Law and Economics in Helsinki,
Finland. 0 In January 2004, he participated
in the drafting meeting of "The Manifesto
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on Social Contract Law in Europe" at th e
London School of Economics.
Professor Mattei recently was appointed
a m ember of the Executive Board of
Editors of the American Journal of
Comparative Law.
ROGER PARK , JAMES EDGAR
HERVEY CHAIR IN LITIGATION ,

had publish ed th e 10,h edition of Cases
and Materials on Evidence with Jon R.
Waltz (2003) . 0 "Sometimes Wh at
Everybody Thinks They Know Is True," an
article written with Rich ard A. Friedman,
was published in 27 Law & Hum . Behav.
29 (2003). 0 Also in 2003 , a chapter
entitled "Empirical Evaluation of the
Hearsay Rule" appeared in Essays for Colin
Tapper, edited by Peter Mirfield and Roger
Smith and published by Butterworths. 0
His symposium comment entitled "Posner
on Teaching Evidence" appeared in 21
Quinnipiac L. Rev. 741 (2003).
In fall 2003, Professor Park was
interviewed for MSNBC's "Abrams Report"
on the topic of hypnotism in th e Laci
Peterson case.
PROFESSOR JOEL PAUL in
February 2004 presented a speech,
"Preemption, Prevention, and Anticipatory
Self-Defense," at a Hastings International
and Comparative Law Review symposium
in San Francisco. 0 Also in February in San
Francisco, he participated in a roundtable
on constitutional issues regarding gay
marriage sponsored by OUTLAW. 0 In
April, he spoke at York University's
Osgoode Hall Law School at a conference
on new world legal orders jointly
presented by the University of Toronto law
fa culty and Osgoode Hall 's Centre for
Public Law and Public Policy. His remarks
were entitled ''The New N ew International
Economic Order." 0 H e presented a paper,
"Does the World Trade Organi zation Help
D eveloping Nations?" at the annual
meeting of the Law and Society
Association in Chicago in May.
In September 2003 , Professor Paul
appeared on KRON TV Channel 4 as a
commentator on President Bush 's budget
message of September 7 and, also in
January 2004, as a commentator on the
President's State of the Union Address.

PROFESSOR RADHIKA RAO, in
October, m odera ted a pan el discussion on
sa m e-sex m arri age co-sponsored by th
Federalist Society and OUTLAW in San
Francisco. 0 In November, she gave a talk
on genetic privacy and equality t h at was
co-sponsored by th e Ce nter for Science,
Technology, and Society and the Center for
Social Justice and Publi c Service at Sa nta
C lara University School of Law. 0
Professo r Rao was an in vited speaker at th e
Confe rence on Pre-implantation Genetic
Diagnosis in February 2004 at Stanford.
Professor Rao is a current m ember of
th e ABA Commission on the Status of
Wom en's Resea rch Advisory Board, which
was establish ed to oversee the first
compreh ensive study of women of color in
the legal profession. 0 She recently was
appointed to the California Stem Cell
Research Advisory Panel.
PROFESSOR NAOM I ROHTARRIAZA had published a chapter

entitled "Dificultades y D esafios de las
Comisiones de la Verdad Frente a la
Tortura, la Reparacion y la Prevencion" in a
book, Seminario Tnternacional: Comisiones
de La Verdad, Tortura, Reparacion y
Prevencion (Mexico 2003). 0 A seco nd
book chapter, "Of Catalysts and Cases:
Transnational Prosecutions and Impunity in
Latin America," appeared in The Pinochet
Case: Origins, Progress and Implications,
edited by Madeleine Davis and published
in 2003 in London by the Institute of
Latin American Studies. 0 "Reparations:
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Decisions and Dilemmas" was th e title of
an article that appeared in 27 Hastings Int'L
& Compo L. Rev. 157 (2004).0 The Leiden
Journal of International Law published her
article "U niversal Jurisdiction: Steps
Forward, Steps Back, " in 17, 1 (2004).
In September 2003, Professor RohtArriaza made a presentation to the faculty
of th e UC Davis School of Law e ntitled
"The Pinochet Cases." 0 In November, in
Santiago, Chile, sh e have a speech entitled
"Las Lecciones del Caso Pinoch et" at a
conference co-sponsored by th e Latin
American Social Sciences Association and
the Institute for Policy Studies, a
Washington, D.C.-based think tank. 0
"Transnational Prosecutions" was the title
of h er talk at a conference entitl ed
Searching for Justice: Comprehensive
Action in the Face of Atrocities held at
York University in Toronto, Canada, in
D ecember. 0 Also in D ecemb er, she was a
guest on KQED 's radio program "Forum"
for a debate on the International C riminal
Court. 0 At th e World Affairs Council in
San Francisco in January 2004, she was a
discussant on a panel entitled "The Cabello
Case - A Bay Area Family's Fight for
Justice." 0 In February, she gave a talk
entitled "What Future for Universal
Jurisdiction' " at a Cincinnati conference in
h onor of the late human rights sch olar and
advocate Joan Fitzpatrick. 0 "Reparative
Justice and D evelopment in Post-Conflict
Situations" was the title of her talk at the
UC Davis School of Law in M arch .
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PROFESSOR STEPHEN
SCHWARZ in

ovember was a
comm en tator on reconsidering private
fo undati on investment limitations at an
invitati onal confe rence, "Managing
C haritable Assets," conducted by the
ational Center on Philanthropy and the
Law at ew York University School of
Law in ew York City. He made a
presentation entitled "Taxes, Family, Ethics,
and Cheesecake" at the University of San
Francisco School of Law in December
2003 . "Selective Recent Developments
(and Foolish Predictions) Affecting Exempt
Organizations and Their Donors" was the
titl e of his talk to the Jewish Community
Endowment Fund Professional
Subcommittee, also in December in San
Francisco.
WILLIAM W . SCHWARZER ,
THOMAS E. MILLER
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR
OF LAW, participated in the preparation

of the 2004 Update for the Rutter Practice
Guide Federal Civil Procedure Before Trial.
September 2 through 5, he sat with the
First Circuit Court of Appeals in Boston.
o He sat with the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals in Pasadena December 1 through
5.0 Also in December in San Diego, he
spoke on the management of complex
litigation and was a panel member at a
course on complex litigation co-sponsored
by the American Law Institute-American
Bar Association. 0 Professor Schwarzer
lectured on federal civil procedure at the
Federal Law Clerks Institute at Pepperdine
University in Malibu in January 2004. 0
March 16 through 19, he sat with the
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals in
Cincinnati.
PROFESSOR WILLIAM K.S.
WANG was a Visiting Professor of Law at

Leiden University in The Netherlands
during the spring 2004 semester.
PROFESSOR D . KELLY
WE ISBERG h ad published in spring

2004 the Student Edition of the California
Annota ted Probate Code.
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First Women in the Law
Chancellor Kane was among those honored as "First Women
in the Law" by the Historical Society of the U. S. District
Court for the Northern District of California in March.
Recognized were women who have paved the way for other
women by serving as leaders in the judiciary, government
service, academia, and the legal community, according to the
Society. Honorees also included three Hastings alumnae:
Ruth Church Gupta ('48), the first woman President of the
Lawyers Club of San Francisco; Kimiko Burton-Cruz ('90),
the first woman to serve as San Francisco Public Defender;
and Kamala D. Harris ('90), the first woman to serve as San
Francisco District Attorney. Pictured, front row, are Mary M.
Schroeder, first woman Chief Judge, Ninth Circuit; Kamala
D. Harris; Barbara Babcock, Stanford's first tenured woman
law professor; Louise Renne, San Francisco's first woman
City Attorney; and Joanne Garvey, first woman elected to
the Board of Governors of the State Bar and first woman
Vice President, first woman President of the Bar Association

of San Francisco. Middle row, Anna White Garlund, first
woman to establish an all-woman law firm in San Francisco;
Marilyn Hall Patel, first woman District Judge and first
woman Chief Judge, Northern District of California; Kimiko
Burton-Cruz; Chancellor Kane, Hastings' first tenured
woman law professor and first woman Dean and Chancellor;
and Leslie Tchaikovsky, first woman Bankruptcy Judge,
Northern District of California. Back row, Marilyn Morgan,
first woman President of the Santa Clara Bar and first
woman Bankruptcy Trustee for the U.S. Bankruptcy Court,
San Jose Division; Patricia V. Trumbull, first woman Assistant
Public Defender, Northern District; Claudia Wilken, first
woman Federal Public Defender, Northern District; Shirley
M. Hufstedler, first woman Judge on the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals; Betty Barry-Deal, first woman Associate
Justice, California Court of Appeal, First Appellate District;
Herma Hill Kay, first woman Dean, Boalt Hall; and Judith
McKelvey, first tenured woman law professor and first woman
Dean of a Bay Area law school, Golden Gate Law School.
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CLASS NOTES

CLASS OF 194 7

enduring co ntributions to the co mmunity

EDWARD DIGARDI has practiced as a
civil trial lawyer since 1947 and has

and profession . KEN ROSENTHAL

in the September 16, 2003 , issue of th e

retired in Febru ary from private practice,
which all ows him to devote m ore time to

San Francisco Daily Journal and the

opera ted as Diga rdi & Cam pbell since
19 78 . H e has tried over 45 0 cases, m ostly
injury, with about 100 court cases in
Admiralty or Federal Tort Claims. H e is a
Fellow with the A merican College of Trial
Lawyers and a diplom ate of the American
Boa rd of Trial Advocates. H e currently is
working half-time in O akland . His
emph asis is on maritime PI, aviation torts,
FE LA, products li ability, and industrial
injuries other th an workers' compensati on .

CLASS OF 1948
RUTH CHURCH GUPTA, first

wom an President of the Lawyers Club of
San Francisco, was am ong the First Women
in th e Law honored in March by the
Historical Society of th e u. s. District
Court for th e Northern District of
Ca lifornia for "pavin g the way fo r other
wo men by servin g as leaders in th e
judiciary, government service, aca demia,
and the legal commu nity."

CLASS O F 1956
HaN . ROBERT COYLE was

photography. H e and his wife, Joan, live in
Tiburon.

CLASS OF 1963
Form er Nevada SENATOR RICHARD
BRYAN was featured in an In Business
Las Vegas article on N ovember 7, 2003 ,
entitled "Power of Attorneys: Ten who
shaped Nevada." In 198 2, Brya n was
elected to the first of two terms he would
serve as N evada G overnor. In 1989, he was
elected to represent Nevada in the U. S.
Senate, where he served until retiring in
2001. HaN . ROLAND PURNELL
was profil ed in an article entitled "Former
FBI Agent Stopped Bank Heist During
Shootout" in the O ctober IS , 2003 , issue
of the Los A ngeles Daily Journal. Purnell
was appointed by G ov. Pete W ilson to the
Ventura Superior Court in 199 2. Judge
Purnell 's background includes working as
an FBI special agent and district attorney.
Solano Co unty Superior Court JUDGE
FRANKLIN TAFT was profil ed in an
article entitled "Solan o Judge Likes to

honored by Fresno State University

Keep Things Rolling Along" th at appea r d

N ovember 25, 2003, issue of th e Los
A ngeles Daily Journal. Judge Taft is sittin g
on assignment sin ce his retirement in May
2003 and presides over a general civil
calendar in Departm ent 15 of th e Solano
Justice Center in Vallejo.

CLASS OF 1965
JAM ES MART has joined Judicial
Arbitration and Medi ation Services
(JAMS) in Sacramento. H e was with Mart
& de Vries for 20 years while also serving
as judge pro tem of th e Sacramento County
Superior Court . STEPHEN SILVER
was profiled in the January 20, 2004, issue
of the Los Angeles Times as the region 's
pre-eminent lawyer when it comes to law
enforcem ent pay and benefits. Silver, a
partner with Silver, H adden & Silver in
Santa Monica, has represented dozens of
public safety unions in Southern
C aliforni a.
CLASS OF 1966
GUY KORNBLUM w rote an article

published in The New Fillmore in
D ecember 2003, entitled "Would
You Want Your Child to Be a
Lawyer?"

at a dinner in O ctober 2003 . The
Fresno State President and th e
uni versity's Coll ege of Social
Sciences are establishing a
scholarship in Judge Coyle's honor.

CLASS OF 1968
Several alumni attended a
reception at H astings following th e

CLASS OF 1958

investiture of ASSOCIATE

HaN . WILLIE BR OWN , JR.

JUST ICE RICHARD J .

was presented the Ha tings Medal of

McADAMS ('68) of the

Achievem ent at th e annual
Founder's Day Luncheon in

California Court of Appeal's Sixth
Appell ate Distri ct in San Jose on

February 2004 in recognition of his

September 26, 2003. They were

di tinguished public service and

HaN . WI L LIA M KELSAY
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( RET. ) (,68), Santa Cruz Superior

Court; research attorney JANET
KULIG (,87), Sixth District Court of

l oumal on October 29, 2003, in an article
entitled "Jurist Keeps Focus on Families."

member of th e 2003 Hastin gs class, pass
the bar, and join Sheppard, Mullin, Richter
& Hampton in Del Mar. Harry Bruno left

Appeal; ASSOCIATE JUSTICE

CLASS OF 1973

the City of Hayward and is currentl y

NATHAN MIHARA (,75), Sixth

Merced Superior Court Commissioner

working part time from his Hayward

District Court of Appeal; PRESIDING

RALPH COOK was profil ed in an

JUSTICE CHRISTOPHER C.

article entitled "Ca reful Jurist Handles
Many Cases" that appear d in th e San

home. HON . MICHAEL DOUGLAS
was chosen by his colleagues to serve as
C hi ef Judge of the Eighth Judicial District

COTTLE ( RET. ) (,66), Sixth District

Court of Appeal; McAdams; and research
attorney MARY WRIGHTSON (,87),

Francisco Daily loumal on September 12,

Co urt of Clark County in Las Vegas.

2003, and in the Los Angeles Daily l oum al

WILLIAM GOINES is managing

Sixth District Court of Appea l. PAUL
CULLOM is a Registered Patent

on N ovember 19,2003 . Commissioner
Cook spent 13 yea rs in private practice,
including 10 years as a solo practitioner

partner with Berliner Cohen in San Jose.

Attorney with Black Lowe & Graham in
Seattle. JOHN MANNING is of counsel

and was rega rded as one of Merced 's best
family lawyers. He then joined th e Merced
County District Attorney's Office for a
year and a half and in 1988 won a job as a
traffic referee. In 199 1, Cook's title was
changed from referee to Commissioner.
PAUL DOBSON was appointed by
Gov. Schwarzenegger as Chief Deputy of
Legal Affairs on January 8, 2004 . Dobson
form erly was a Senior Assistant Attorney

with Friedemann O'Brien Goldberg &
Zarian in Santa Rosa . Santa Barbara
Superior Court JUDGE RODNEY
MELVILLE is presiding over the Michael
Jackson case in Santa Barbara. HON.
CARLOS YNOSTROZA of the

Alameda County Superior Court was
honored by the California La Raza
Lawyers Association and its East Bay
Chapter with th e Lifetime Achievem ent
Award in O ctober 2003 . Judge Ynostroza's
35-year legal career includes his
appointment as the first Latino judge in
Alameda County in 1980.

CLASS OF 1969

General with the California Attorney
G eneral 's Office. PARKER
KENNEDY has been appointed Board
Chair and CEO of First American
Corporation. He also will retain his
existing roles as First American's President
and Chairman of its principal subsidiary,
First American Title Insurance Company.
MICHAEL KLINGLER , a former
panelist with the San Jose offi ce of JAMS,
has joined Judicial ADR's specialist
mediator panel. Judicial ADR Corporation
offers San Francisco Bay Area clients an
exclusive panel of experienced specialist
m ediators. Klingler is a published
medi ation authority specializing in real
estate, construction, trust, estate, and
probate cases. JOHN PINKSTAFF is a

with Livingston & Mattesich, is a founding
partner of Malovos & Mendoza in
Sacramento.

partn er with Ramis Crew Corri ga n &
Bachrach in Portland, where his practice
fo cuses on real estate and land use,
environmental, and municip al law matters.

KENNETH MALOVOS, form erly

Goin es joined the firm in 1976 and first
ran the 49-lawyer firm in the late 1980s.
He bega n his second stint as m anagi ng
partner in January 2003. In January 2003,
HON . RAYMOND IKOLA was
unanim ously confirmed by th e
Commission on Judicial Appointments to
Associate Justice of California's Fourth
District Court of Appeal, Division Three,
in Santa Ana . MARK ORNELLAS
began a two-year term on the UC Board of
Regents in July 2003. Ornellas is a
shareholder with the Stockton firm H aydel
Orn ellas & Waters. WILLIAM
THOMAS , a partner with Morgan Lewis
& Bockius in San Francisco, was profiled in
the San Francisco Recorder on November
10, 2003. Thomas has been recognized as a
top est ate planning lawyer by probate
experts surveyed by The Recorder.

CLASS OF 1975
NANCY AIMOLA has join ed th e

Burlingam e office of Cotchett, Pitre,
Simon & McCarthy as an associate.
First District Court of Appeal JUSTICE
CAROL CORRIGAN was profiled in

the San Francisco Recorder on September
23 , 2003 , in an article entitled "Justice's
Wit Ca n Engage, Amuse - and Skewer."
Corriga n, a former prosecutor and judge in
Alameda Co unty, has spent the past six
years helping convert the st ate's jury
in structions into plain English. JON
SIGERMAN was profi led as one of five
leaders of legal technology in the October

CLASS OF 1 971

CLASS OF 1974

San Francisco Superior Court
Commissioner WILLIAM GARGANO

HARRY BRUNO wrote th at he

experienced the joy of having his son,

29,2003, Legal Technology News . Sigerman
has created Summation, an integrated

was profiled in the Los Angeles Daily

Nathaniel, graduate m agna cum laude as a

searchable litigation support software system.
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CLASS OF 1976

Department at the University of Montana .

STEPHEN ASHLEY has earn ed his

After practicing law in the Bay Area from

flight instru ctor certificate and is currently
in tructing tudent pilots at th e Oakland
International Airport. R O BERT

1979 to 1985, he returned to graduate
school and began teaching in Missoula in
1993. Charles is the author of The Sharon

CLASS OF 1980
DAVID CRANE was appoint d by
v.
Arnold Schwarz negger as sp ial advi er
to th e governor for jobs and economic
growth. ADALEE GOLDBERG ha

HASLAM , a shareholder with Heller

Kowalski Case: Lesbian and Gay Rights on

Ehrman White & McAuliffe in Palo Alto,

Trial, published in 2003 by the University

joined UPN, a television netwo rk owned
by Viacom Corporation, as Vice Presid nt

was profiled in the November 10, 2003,
i ue of The Recorder. Haslam graduated
from MIT in 1968 and spent four years in

Press of Kansas. The book, a finalist for the
Publishing Triangle's Judy Grahn Lesbian

of Business and Legal Affairs. She will
negotiate development, series, and talent

Nonfiction Award, tells the story of a
woman who was severely disabled in an

deals. She and her husband, Bruce Brown,
a Los Angeles television agent, have two
children. PROFESSOR BRIAN

the u.s. Air Force before attending
Hastings. H e has been with H eller
Ehrman, where he focuses on patent and
trade secret litigation, for 27 years.
HON . MICHAEL MATTICE was

appointed by Gov. Gray Davis to th e San
Diego County Superior Court on
September 30,2003. CHRISTINE
MORUZA was profiled in a November 4,
2003, article in the San Francisco Recorder
entitled "Moruza Has Made Believers Out
of Pleasanton Bar." The article highlighted
Judge Moruza 's career from a court
research attorney in San Francisco to the
Alameda County Superior Court, where
she has preSided since 1998. RONALD
PACKARD was elected to th e Los Altos
City Council in November 2003.
CLASS OF 1977
MARTI N EVERSON has joined
Galloway, Lucchese & Everson in Walnut
Creek, where he specializes in m edical
malpractice and products liability defense.
R IC HARD SCIARONI is with Greve
Clifford Wengel & Paras in Sacramento.

CLASS OF 1978

auto accident in Minnesota in 1983 and
the guardianship struggle between her
lesbian partner and her parents. HON.
PATRICE MCELROY was profiled in
the Los Angeles Daily Journal on January
15,2004, in an article entitled "Bar Judge
Dispenses Discipline, Mercy." Judge
McElroy began a five-year term as a State
Bar Court Hearing Judge in San Francisco
in 2001. STEPHEN PULIDO was
elected a member of the Governing Board
of Pleasanton Unified School District in
November 2003. He will serve until
December 2007.
CLASS OF 1979
LISA BASSIS has been appointed by
the U.S. Supreme Court to represent her
client, Richard Herman Ford, in Plier v.
Ford. Last year, in a published decision, the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed
the denials of Ford's petitions for writs of
habeas corpus. Bassis argued the case in
April. HON . RICHARD MALLETT,
San Joaquin County Superior Court Judge,
was profiled in an August 5, 2003, Los
Angeles Daily Journal article entitled "Jurist

JAMES BELL was honored by KQED-

Remains Calm in Face of Grim Cases."

TV in February as one of the Bay Area 's
local heroes in celebration of Black History
Month for his work as the Director of the

TOM MESEREAU , who has

JOHNSON recently published an article,

"Admitting That Women's Only Public
Education Is Unconstitutional and
Advancing the Equality of the Sexes," in
25 Thomas Jefferson Law Review 53

(2002). He continues teaching at the
University of Tulsa Law School and
wonders why he waited so long to get back
to the academic life. HUBERT
LENCZOWSKI joined Gordon & Rees
in San Francisco as a partner in its business
and technology group in December 2003 .
PETER SIGGINS was appointed
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger's Legal
Affairs Secretary in November 2003.
Siggins has been with the California
Attorney General's office for some 15
years. He was in charge of the correctional
law section before Attorney General Bill
Lockyer promoted him to Chief Deputy
AG upon taking office in 1999.
CLASS OF 1981
HON . FRITZ BARCLAY was

appointed by Governor Gray Davis to the
Modoc Superior Court in August 2003.
Barclay is a former President of the Modoc

represented several high-profile clients, was

County Bar Association and served as City
Attorney of Alturas. ROBERT BERG

San Francisco-based W. Haywood Burns
Institute for Juvenile Justice, Fairness, and
Equity. He founded the nonprofit, wh ich is

appointed to serve as defense counsel for
Michael Jackson, who recently was

has been elevated to partner with
Sedgwick, Detert, Moran & Arnold's San

indicted by a Santa Barbara grand jury.
LORIE NACHLlS, a partner with

Francisco office, where he focuses on
insurance coverage. LUANN CSERR is

dedicated to stemming the rising numbers

Nachlis & Fink in San FranCiSCO, was

Special Counsel for Hoffman, Warnick &
D 'Alessandro in Albany, New York.
LAWRENCE LEVINE writes that he
recently was elected to m embership in th e
American Law Institute, "the organization

of minority youth in the crimin al

profiled in the "Top Attorneys" section of

detention system. CAS E Y CHARLES

the November 10, 2003 , San Francisco
Recorder.

is an associate professor in the English
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responsible for those Restatements that
were such a joy to study in law school. The

CLASS OF 1983

operates offices in Fresno and Concord.

DAL E BLUNI ER was appointed to the

Tafoya recently was nominated Latino

ALI is currently drafting a Third
Restatement of Torts-not exactly life-

Edwardsburg Public Schools Board of

Lawyer of the Year and published an

Education in Michigan. KA T HLE EN

article in the NCOL Public Interest Law

altering news for most of you, I know. Also,
I am beginning work on a new edition of a
torts casebook of which I am a co-author.

EYRE writes, "After spendin g 2002-2003
in Cuernavaca, Mexico, with my husband,

Journal.

Paul Gertler, and our 5-year-old son, we

CLASS OF 1985
MARC BE NEZR A is a partner with

During the 2003 fall semester, I was a

have returned to Berkeley. I just accepted a

Visiting Professor of Law at New York
School of Law, located in the trendy

position as Vice President for Public Affairs
and Policy with Broadlane, Inc., a leading

Weissmann, Wolff, Bergman, Coleman,

Tribeca neighborhood of Manhattan . I will
be returning there for fall 2004. At the
University of the Pacific's McGeorge

provider of innovative business services to
the healthcare industry." DANIEL

Angeles Magazine, in its first annual listing
of top area lawyers published in the

KUPERBERG , a D eputy Public

School of Law, I have been serving as cochairperson of the faculty recruitment
committee."

Defender with the Los Angeles County
Public Defender's Office, was re-elected to
the Agoura Hills City Council and is

February 2004 issue, selected Benezra as a
Southern California Super Lawyer. MARY

CLASS OF 1982

serving as Mayor for the 2003-2004 year.
TINA RASNOW during 2004 is serving

ROBERT ELIASON joined Wild,

as Past President on the Executive

Carter & Tipton in Fresno. BENJAMIN
FEINGOLD, President/CEO of
Columbia TriStar Home Entertainment
and President of Business and Operations
for Columbia TriStar Motion Picture

Committee of the Ventura County Bar
Association. In 2003, she was the sixth
woman to serve as President. MICHAEL

Grodin & Evall in Beverly Hills. Los

CATHERINE BOHE N has been

nam ed Special Counsel at Phillips, Lerner

& Lauzon, a family law firm in Century
City. Bohen is a veteran professional
liability litigator and former partner with
MUSick, Peeler & Garrett. JEREMY
KATZ has left Gordon & Rees to join
Pinnacle Law Group as a principal. H e

J.F. SM ITH has opened a solo practice

continues his practice of bankruptcy and

in Fresno.

insolvency law.

Group, was interviewed for an article in
"The Last Word" section of the November

CLASS OF 1984

15, 2003, issue of Billboard. Feingold has
his eye on introducing high-definition
DVDs to consumers in the next few years.
MICHELE MILLER, founder of Miller
Law Group, a woman-owned firm in
Larkspur, in October 2003 launched a
revamped website featuring a continually
expanding "reading room" that contains an
article database. The Group also
announced Miller's availability as a
professional resource and speaker.
THOMAS PACKER, a partner with
Gordon & Rees in San Francisco, has been

THOMAS ARMSTRONG has left

Preston Gates & Ellis to join Seyfarth
Shaw's San Francisco office. TERRY
BATES, a partner with Reed Smith in
Los Angeles, has been appointed to the
Board of Directors of the Legal Aid
Foundation of Los Angeles. SUSIE
CHUNG and husband KEVIN
ROMANO celebrated their 15th wedding

anniversary and 16th year of their famil y
law practice in December 2003 .
JOANNE HOEPER, Chief Trial

D eputy at th e San Francisco City

elected to the National Board of Directors

Attorney's office, has been named one of

of the Defense Research Institute, an
international association of more than

California's top 50 women litigators by the
Dayton Daily News. HON.

21,000 defense trial lawyers and corporate
counsel. Packer will serve a three-year term
on the Board . He recently chaired the DRI
Medical Liability and Health Care Law
Committee and received the DRI
Outstanding Chair of the Year Award,
presented at the annual meeting in

KATHLEEN KELLY was sworn in by

Tafoya & Gonzales-Madrid has opened an

October 2003, in Washington, D.c.

office in San Francisco. The firm also

Governor Gray Davis in November 2003
to the San Fran cisco Superior Court.
ADRIENNE KONIGAR is General

Counsel for Inglewood Unified School
District. FERNANDO TAFOYA of

.
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CLASS OF 1986
CONSWELLA BYRD was admitted to

the U.S. Supreme Court Bar in 2003. She
has an estate planning law practi ce in
Oakland. She also is the Director of the
Paralegal and Legal Nurse Consultant
Programs at California State University,
Hayward, and chairs the Legal Nurse
Consultant Section of the American
Association of Nurse Attorneys.
JONATHA N MOULTO N h as joined

HASTI

GS

the Bo ton office of Piper Rudnick as a

CHRIS HILEN recen tl y pub li hed an

partner. 10ulton sp cializes in corporate
and securities law, with an emphasis on the

article enti tled "High-Voltage Elec tric
Tran missio n Line Upgrades: The Valu of

I gal issues, transactions, and relationships

Good Corporate Citizenship" in the

of greatest intere t to technology

August/Septem ber 2003 edi tion of The

D ivision of C itigrou p'
o rpora te Rea lty
Services Depa rtm ent in an Francisco.

ompanie and venture capi tal fi rms.

supervi ors befor land ing in th e Ass mb ly
in 2002. BRAD THOMAS i th
D irector of Rea l Estate for th W stern

Electricity Journal. Hilen is of co unse l to

WILLIAM WEBSTER is Pre ident and

G eneral Counsel of Lakeside Fin ancial

NANC Y CHILIMIDOS was profiled in

D avis Wright Trem aine in Sa n Francisco,
where he represents clients on regul atory
issues in th e energy, teleco mmuni cati ons,

the September 2003 iss ue of th e San

and water industries before th e Californi a

Mateo Hellinic Journal in an article entitled
"Greeks in Public Service." C hilimidos is a

Pu blic Utilities Commission, the Californi a
Energy Commission, and oth er regul atory

Gray D avis to th e Santa Clara Co un ty
Superi or Co urt in September 2003.

Deputy District Attorney for the Contra
Costa County D istrict Attorney's Office in

agencies. JAMES JORDAN is
pra cticing employm ent law in Corte

Martinez .

Madera. HEIDI MARETZ and husband
PETER MARETZ have three children,

handling child dependency cases and
defending per onal injury and employment
cases.

CLASS OF 1988

with a fourth on the way. FRAN K
SAT ALI NO has opened hi own firm in

CLASS OF 1990

CLASS OF 1987

SYLVIA JOHNSON has joined Sutin

Th ayer & Browne in Albuquerque, N ew
Mexico. Johnson will focus on public
fin ance, economic development, and other
financial transactions. GARY RAY joined
Abramson Church & Stave in Salinas as an
associate attorney. TRISHA SMITH has
joined Tannenbaum Helpern Syracuse &
Hirschtritt in N ew York City.

CLASS OF 1989
SOPHIE BREALL is p racticing
wo rkers' compensation law with Breall &
BreaU in San Francisco. KAMALA
HARRIS won the D ecember 2003
ru noff election to become the first woman
District Attorney in San Francisco's history
and the first African-American to hold the
office. PreViously, H arris worked for eight
years as an Assistant District Attorney in
Alameda Co unty. In San Francisco, she
served as D eputy City Attorney and, fro m
199 to 2000, was an Assistant District
Attorney running th e office's Career
Criminal Unit. In March, H arris was
among the First Wo men in th e Law
honored by th e Historical Society of th e
U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of California for "paving the way
for other women by serving as leaders in
the judiciary, government service,
academia, and the legal community."

South ern California , speCialiZing in
bu in ess, construction, and labor litigation,
after practi cing in those areas with two
m ajor law firms since gradu ati on . He is
licensed to practice in Californi a and

Group in R dding. HON . CARRIE
ZEPEDA was appOinted by G overn or

Previously, Zepeda was with th e Santa
Clara County Co unsel's Office for 11 years

CHRISTINA ALLEN has shifted her

focus from practicing law to practicin g real
estate and law. She is the own er and
broker of Signature Realty in Cupertino,
providing real estate sales and mortgages

Nevada. ASSEMBLYMAN TODD
SPITZER, R-Orange, was profil ed in the

for her clients. She also has accepted a
position as a D irector on the Board of RE

San Francisco Daily Journal on September
10, 2003 , in an article entitl ed "Lawyer-

Infolink, a corporation developing Mu ltiple
Listing Service tools and services fo r five

Lawmaker H as Tailored His Life Toward

Bay Area counties. KIMIKO BURTONCRUZ, th e first woman to serve as San

Francisco Public Defender, was among the
First Women in the Law honored in March
by the Historical Society of the U.S.
District Court for th e Northern District of
C alifornia for "pav in g th e way for other
women by se rvin g as leaders in the
judiciary, government service, academi a,
and the legal community." MICHELLE
EHRLICH joined MTV N etworks in

New York City as Senior Director of
Hum an Resources. DYLAN
SCHAFFER'S first novel, Misdemeanor

M an, a comic legal thrill er about a publi c

defender obsessed with Barry Manilow, is
AG's Job." Th e article chronicles Spitzer's
career teachi ng high school English,

in stores this June. His second book, I Right

working as a state legislative intern,

2005. In his appearances at Bay Area

attending law school, serving as a

bookstores in June, he h opes to see m any
friendly faces . Mo re info rmation is at
www.misdemeanorman.com .

prosecutor and police officer, and holding
seats on a school board and board of
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CLASS OF 1991

CLASS OF 1994

ROBERT MILLS was eleva ted to

EDWIN A NTOLIN has joined

partner with Goldfarb & Lipman in

Silverstein & Pomerantz in San Francisco,

Oakland, w here he wil l continu e working
in the area of affordable housin g
development and preserva ti on. TRACY

where he speciali zes in state and local tax
law. ANNE ApPLE G ATE S C O TT
and her husband, Antony Scott, welcomed

THOMAS celebrated the first anniversary

a baby girl, Zoe Joy, to their family in June

of opening his practice as a small -town

2003. She writes that "they are still

country lawyer in Plymouth, Mi chigan, in
December 2003 . He shares his hom e and

anchored down in Anchorage, and loving
it." CHRISTINA CHUA and husband

five acres outside Ann Arbor with his wife,

David are expecting their first child in

Amy, and th eir three horses, four dogs, and
four cats. "Life is good," he reports.

June 2004. JASON COHEN left
Landels, Ripley & Diamond in July 1999
to join Gemplus International S.A. "in-

MICHAEL WIPPLER is of counsel to

Lanza & Goolsby in Irvine. Wippler
currently serves as G eneral Counsel to
American Home Loans, a national
mortgage brokerllender.

to partner with Sedgwick, Detert, Moran &
Arnold's San Francisco office, where he
defends attorneys an d other professionals
in professiona l liability claims. SHERRI
HAWLEY is con tinuing her juvenile law
career with Walling, Berg & D ebele in
Minneapolis, where she focuses on
adoptions, child protection, and public
defense. MICHELENE INSALACO
was certified as a family law specialist by
the California State Bar in December
2003. She continues to practice at her San
Francisco firm, Sucherman Insalaco. H er
son, Cole Benjamin, was born in July 2002 .

ROBERT COELHO has been elected

President of the Board of Directors for the
Diabetes Society of Santa Clara Valley. He
continues to practice employment law and
business litigation as a shareholder at
Hoge, Fenton, Jones & Appel in San Jose.
He and his wife, Jennifer, are the excited
first-time parents of 1-year-old Jared .
LISA FITZPATRICK has been

promoted to Senior Vice President,
Business and Legal Affairs, for MGM
Worldwide Television Distribution .
Fitzpatrick joined the company in June
2000, serving most recently as Vice
President, Business and Legal Affairs.
MARK HANCOCK has been elevated

where he m anages a staff of four senior
attorneys plus outside counsel. JOH N
HUNTINGTON opened the Huntington
Law Office in 2003 in Bloomington,
Indiana, where he lives with his wife and
daughter. JENNIFER KESSINGER
has joined PricewaterhouseCoopers as a
Senior Manager, Worldtrade Management
Services. OTTO LEE was elected to the
Sunnyvale City Council in November

CLASS OF 1993

2003 . Lee manages Intellectual Property

CYNTHIA BRYANT was appointed

Law Group in downtown San Jose.
RACHEL NUNES and husband Tom
broke ground on their dream home last
summer and are scheduled to move in in
spring 2004. DEB SHASHIKALA is
taking a break from th e legal world to raise

Chief D eputy Legal Secretary by Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger. Previously, she

CLASS OF 1992

house" in Silicon Valley. He relocated to
Gemplus in Geneva in Janu ary 2003,

was the Director for the Senate
Republican Caucus and Deputy Chief
Administrative Officer and legal coun sel to
the Assembly Rules Committee. DA VI D
LENTINI joined Foley & Lardner in San
Francisco as Senior Counsel. Lentini will
be a member of the firm 's chemical and
pharmaceutical practice group. Prior to
joining Foley, he was senior director for IP
at Kosan Biosciences, Inc., in Hayward .
SUSANNE MELINE has joined
Francis Capital Management in Santa
Monica. SOLOMON WOLLACK
writes, "After working 10 years as a
criminal practitioner at a San Francisco
firm, I recently opened my own practice
emphasizing criminal appeals, though I
also do some trial-level crimin al work."
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her daughters, Jahnavi and Sana, and is
expectin g her third child in July 2004 .
KENT TOBIN was elevated to partn er
with the Palo Alto office of Townsend and
Townsend and C rew.

CLASS NOTES
DEADLINES

For the Autumn Issue: June 15
For the Winter Issue:
September 1

. . . . HAT I
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Law, Inc., in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, was

entrep reneurs. MICHELLE LOPEZ i

BRENDA ALTMAN is attending

interviewed for an article in the
"Entrepreneur Column" of the Knight

Deputy Attorney General for the
Department of Justice in acramento.

RidderfTribune Business News on October

MICHELLE MITCHELL is now a

24,2003.

Deputy Attorney General in the

Gold n Gat University Law chool
arning a LL 1 in environmental law. She
also i interning with the California
ttorney General's Office's Energy Task
Force. he still is Board Chair at the San
Francisco Buchanan YMCA. She also

CLASS OF 1996

erved two years as Board President of San
Francisco Friends of the Urban Forest and

elected partner with Cooley Godward in
January 2004. Ankenbrandt is a litigation

now is the Program Committee Chair.
Altman received a pro bono award from
Volunteer Legal Services of the Bar

attorney in the firm's Palo Alto office,
where his practice foc uses on patent and
intellectual property litigation. BARTON

Association of San Francisco for 2003.
RAFFERTY A THA is the Legal

BASSETT has been elevated to partner
with Fenwick & West's Mountain View

Director for Green Hills Software, Inc., in
Santa Barbara. JEAN-PIERRE

headquarters. RICHARD CAMPBELL
has left private practice in Phoenix and is
now an Associate Regional Counsel with

FRANCI LLETTE writes, "I have been

doing environmental consulting and related
project management for the last few years.
I now work at Erp Associates, an

BRIAN ANKENBRANDT was

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
in San Francisco. CARYN CRAIG and

STEPHEN FRONK is an associate

Government Section in Sacramento.
Mitchell previously worked in th e Legal
Affairs Office of Governor Davis. H er
husband, DAVID LOPEZ (,94), is still

with Howard, Rice, Nemerovski, Canady,
Falk & Rabkin in San Francisco. PETER
GAL left th e practice of law early in

at the Franchise Tax Board and doin g well.
EDDIE WASHINGTON , staff counsel
for the California Department of Fair

Sacramento Wing Chung Association ."

2000 to work in the creative end of the

CHARLES KLEIN was promoted to

television business. After a few years at
Disney Channel and Walt Disney TV

Employment and Housing, obtained the
largest jury verdict in th e history of the

environmental consulting company in
Sacramento. On another note, I have been
studying Wing Chung and Bak Mei, noVo
types of Chinese kung fu, in Sacramento
for the last several years with the

partner in the Washington, D.C., office of
Winston & Strawn. JAMES LYNCH
was elected to partner in the San Francisco
office of Latham & Watkins. Lynch
practices litigation in the firm's intellectual
property and technology group and in the
ecurities and antitrust group.

husband Mark Field welcomed baby son
Brendan James on September 3,2003.

Animation, he started his new job as
Director of Animation Development at
Nickelodeon in November 2003. His job
involves finding interesting artists and
writers and helping develop their ideas

department as lead counsel in a three and
one-ha lf week mental disability
discrimination trial that resulted in a
$460,000 verdict for the DFEH. The
verdict was profiled in the Los Angeles
Daily Journal on October 22, 2003, as well

as the San Francisco Daily Journal.

BRADFORD NEWMAN was elevated

into new animated TV shows for children.
JONATHAN HUGHES has been

to partner in the Palo Alto office of Wilson

elevated to partner with Howard, Rice,

Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati, where he
specializes in employment law. JUDITH

Nemerovski, Canady, Falk & Rabkin in San
Francisco. Hughes was part of the firm 's

SILVER, CEO and founder of Silver

trial team in a high-profile suit last year

CLASS OF 1997
ADAM BELL is the Director General of
a successful online paralegal education
company (lplegaIED.com) and also is
founder and senior partner of the San
Francisco patent law firm Bell &
Associates, which will be opening a
satellite office in Paris in 2004.
JULIA PARK was married in August
2003, to Neil Jacob Verbrugge in Honolulu,
where Park has joined MacDonald Rudy
Byrns O 'Neill & Yamauchi. CHRISTY
HOLMAN SIMONS is a judicial staff
attorney in the chambers of the Hon . Paul

involving the Oakland Raiders. JOSH UA
KORAN was married to Kimberly Anne
Wegbreit on November 15,2003, in

CLASS NOTES
DEADLINES

Burlingame. Koran is a "product maverick"
at Yahoo 1 Inc. , in Sunnyvale, where he

For the Autumn Issue: June 15

specializes in the development of e-mail
marketing services such as company

For the Winter Issue:
September 1.

newsletters and product updates. He also is
the founder of Thembaguide.com, a
website for business students and
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R. Haerle, Associate Justice of the
California Court of Appea l, First District,
in San Francisco. She and her husband,

Bay Area emp loyees in a wide array of

New Hampshire until th e primary in

employment matters, including
discrimination, harassment, wage and hour,

January. She writes that she doesn 't know

John, have two children-Olivia Rose,

and privacy issues. J E AN STROUD

adventure. Previously, Gross was doing

born September 27, 2001, and Charles

PLEDG ER, an associate attorney at

contract lega l work for an environmental

Edward, born December 5, 2003 .

Klei n, DeNatale, Goldner, Cooper,

firm in Los Angeles. LUCIA GUH-

Rosen lieb & Kimball in Bakersfield, has
bee n elected Second Vice President of

SIES EL joined Shearman & Sterling in

CLASS OF

1998

SHAWN HANSEN has joined the Palo

Alto office of Manatt Phelps & Phillips,

California Women Lawyers. She joined the
association in 2000. RICHARD

where he is practicing in the patent
working group of the firm's intellectual

Director of Business Development for

property and Internet practice group.
GRACE HOPPIN joined Jackson &
Hertogs in San Francisco in January 2004 .

where she 'll go next, but is loving the

Menlo Park as an associate. CONNIE
M E RRIETT joined Orrick, Herrington &

Sutcliffe in Menlo Park as an associate.

SCHWARTZ was promoted to the

WMS Gaming in Waukegan, Illinois, a
supplier of gaming devices. Previously,
he was Staff Counsel, with a primary

Her specialty is immigration law.
ROBERT MATHEWSON has been
appointed to the Board of Directors of

emphasis on intellectual property
matters.

Reno-based International Game
Technology. Mathewson is President of

CLASS OF

VICTOR CASAGRANDE joined

RGC, Inc., a privately owned real estate

Hunton & Williams in Miami. ALI -

investment company investing primarily in
hotels and other commercial real estate. P.

REZA SALAMI-RAD is an

associate in the Orange County office of

2002 classmates CAITLIN MURPHY,

LANDON MORELAND is a founding

Sedgwick, Detert, Moran & Arnold.

MAYA MOISEYEV, and KRISTEN

2000

partner of Creative Industry Law Group in

ZITTLAU enjoyed a Halloween reunion

2001

San Francisco, specializing in intellectual

CLASS OF

property, entertainment, and media
matters. As an Adjunct Professor at

MATTHEW JUHL- DARLINGTON

Hastings, he teaches a seminar in
trademark prosecution. Landon and SuJIN LEE MORELAND ('99) are
expecting their first child in 2004 .
CLASS OF

1999

ADAM ARMS left the Portland,

joined Miller Brown & Dannis in San
Francisco as an associate. CARRIE
MILLE R specializes in charitable gifts

and estate planning at the California
Institute of Technology's Office of Gift and
Estate Planning in Pasadena. DA VI D
MUNNECKE is an associate in the
litigation practice group of Akin Gump

Oregon, Public Defender's Office and
joined the Portland firm of McKanna

Strauss Hauer & Feld in Los Angeles.

Bishop Joffe & Sullivan, where he practices

CLASS OF

union/plaintiff-side labor and employment

BENJAMIN ApPLESTEIN joined

law. He and wife Julia Greenfield are the
proud parents of a baby daughter, Amelia.
DEANNA BROCK is working at
Providian Financial in San Francisco. Brock

the Los Angeles office of Allen, Matkins,
Leck, Gamble & Mallory. CARLOS

2002

in 2003. MINH NGUYEN joined the
firm of Jeffrey S. Pop & Associates in
Beverly Hills as a junior partner. Nguyen
practices in the area of complex civil
litigation in major personal injury cases
with an emphasis on products liability,
highwaylintersection design, and
employment. H e settled his first milliondollar case in his first year of practice and
is scheduled to try two major cases this
year. He is engaged to Nicole Johnson,
whom he will marry in July 2004, in Los

CAM POS has joined the public law and

Angeles. THOMAS OSI N S KI has
opened his own office, the Law Offices of
Thomas T. Osinski, Jr. , in Tacoma,
Washington. MICH A EL SCH N E I DER
is an associate in the Seattle office of Gray,

litigation department of the Indian Wells
office of Best Best & Krieger. NAOM I
FRIBOURG joined Walsworth, Franklin,

Cary, Ware & Freidenrich. J ES S E
S ISGO L D is an associate with Heller
Ehrman White & McAuliffe in Los

Bevins & McCall in San Francisco in April

Angeles. S A R A Z ALKIN is a criminal

practicing immigration and business law as
a solo practitioner in San Francisco.

2003 . H I LLARY GROSS joined Wes
Clark's Presidential campaign in

defense attorney with Serra, Lichter, Daar,

GREG MAYEDA has opened a solo

September 2003, worked at headq uarters
in Little Rock until December and was in

received her LL.M. in tax with honors
from Golden Gate University Law School
in December 2002. JEAN KIM is

practice with an emphasis on representing
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Bustamante, Gilg & Greenberger in San
Francisco.

H AST I

CLASS OF

2003
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H ayward. HARRIS MADNIC K is an

BRIAN AFFRUNTI has joined the

associate with Wood Smith Henning &

La\\" Offices of Larry D. Langley in San

Berman in Los Angeles. MATTH EW
M CCART N E Y is a solo practitioner in

Francisco. KIM B ERLY ALEXAN DER
i with Keesal, Youn g & Logan in San
Francisco. E RIC C HA MBERLA I N is
Staff Counsel for Esurance, Inc., in San

Bakersfield. MARK P I FKO is an
associate in the Los Angeles office of

Francisco. NA MI CHO has joined

Bingham McCutchen. TRUNG
QUACH has joined McQuaid, Metzler,

Morrow & Salisbury in Westlake Village.
S A RA D IAMO N D has moved into a

Bedford & Van Zandt in San Francisco.
EMMETT SELTZER has joined Fox

downtown Oakland office with seven
veteran solo attorneys. BRENDA

Shjeflo Wohl & Hartley in San Mateo.
KENNY SHEPPARD has joined Jones

ENTZMINGER is an associate with

Clifford Johnson & Johnson in San

Phillips Spallas & Angstadt in San
Francisco. CHRISTINE

Francisco. ELiL SHUNMUGAVEL is
an associate with Wealth and Tax Advisory
Services, Inc., in San Francisco. AARON

ESPERANZA is with Farella, Braun &
Martel in San Francisco. JONATHAN
FETTERLY is practicing with R. Edward

Pfiester, Jr., in Los Angeles. JIN GILL is
an associate with Bowles & Verna in
Walnut Creek. DAWN JOHNSON has
joined McNutt & Litteneker in San
Francisco. CYNTHIA JONES has
moved to San Diego and opened her own
legal practice-Avatar Legal. DIANA
KIM has joined Gold Bennett Cera &
Sidener in San Francisco. SYLVIA KIM

SOBASK I is an associate in the real

estate and finance group at Sheppard,
Mullin, Richter & Hampton in San
Francisco. SEINA TAKAMATSU has
joined Marilee Marshall and Associates in
Pasadena . LISA TAN is an associate with
Yee & Belilove in Pasadena . JOEL
WAEL TY has joined Hinkle,
Jachimowicz, Pointer & Mayron in San
Jose. JESSICA WAYBRIGHT is with
Spierer, Woodward, Corballis & Goldberg

has joined the Redwood Shores office of
Weil Gotshal & Manges. PATRICIA
KNOX is with Gray, Cary, Ware &
Freidenrich in San Francisco. SARAH
LEGER has joined RagghiantilFreitas in
San Rafael. ERIN LOBACK is an

in Redondo Beach. WILLY YAMADA
has joined Mastagni, Holstedt & Amick in
Sacramento. KATHY YOON is an
associate with Sonnenschein Nath &

Alameda County Deputy District Attorney

CLASS OF

on the misdemeanor trial team in

JINGYING GUI has joined Intellectual

Rosenthal in Los Angeles.

2003 LL.M.

Property Law Group in San Jose as an
intern. JUST IN LUCAS is an extern
for Judge John T. Noonan, Jr., of the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals.
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· · · · HA ST IN GS

ALUMNI!

LET

Us HEAR FROM You

Use this convenient form to update us on your activities. We' ll include your news in the "Class Notes" section
of the Hastings Community, and we'll update your alumni records. Information about your professional
emphasis is especially helpful when we are asked for referrals from other attorneys, and it assists us in matching
students with prospective alumni mentors. It also enables us to invite you to events of special interest to you.
Mail this form to Hastings Community, c/o College Relations, 200 McAllister St., Room 209,
San Francisco, CA 94102. Photos are especially appreciated!
You also may fax your note to (415) 621-1479, e-mail it to alumni@uchastings.edu, or submit it via Hastings'
Alumni Web Page, accessed through the Hastings Home Page at www.uchastings.edu.

NAME

TODAY'S DATE

ADDRESS
CITY
HOME PHONE (

STATE

ZIP

STATE

ZIP

GRADUATION YEAR

PROFESSIONAL EMPHAS IS
JOB TITLE
BUSINESS PHONE (

FAX (

FIRM NAME
FIRM ADDRESS
CITY
E-MAJL ADDRESS

NEWS (Remember to answer the questions "who, what, where, and when" and to include your title and information about your former position, as
well as your new position.)

Deadline for receipt of class notes for the Spring 2004 issue was January 31 ,2004. Deadline for receipt of class notes for the Autumn 2004 issue
was June 15, 2004. Deadline for receipt of class notes for the Winter 2005 issue is September 1, 2004.
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JUNE 25 . 2004

5AN DIEGO CHAPTER RECEPTION

JULY 2004

ORANGE COUNTY CHAPTER NEW STUDENT WELCOME RECEPTION

JULY 24 . 2004

Los ANGELES CHAPTER NEW STUDENT WELCOME RECEPTION AND BARBECUE

AUGUST 25

2004

BLACK ALUMNI CHAPTER NEW STUDENT WELCOME RECEPTION (ARC)

AUGUST 26

2004

LATINO ALUMNI CHAPTER NEW STUDENT WELCOME RECEPTION (SKYROOM)

AUGUST 2004

CONTRA COSTA CHAPTER ALUMNUS-OF-THE-YEAR AND NEW STUDENT WELCOME R ECE PTION

OCTOBER 4 . 2004

TOBRINER LECTURE : MARY ROBINSON . EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
ETHICAL GLOBALIZATION INITIATIVE ; FORMER U.N . HIGH
COMMISSIONER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND FORMER PRESIDENT
OF IRELA'ND

OCTOBER 8 . 2004

VISIT HASTINGS'

ONLINE CALENDAR

CALIFORNIA STATE BAR . ALUMNI RECEPTION , MONTEREY
OF EVENTS AT

HTTP : //WWW.

UCHASTINGS . EDU
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